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Health knowledge has long been declared a necessary and signif-
icant facet of a student's complete education. Throughout the his-
tory of public education in this country, health .has been regarded 
as one of the basic educational subjects to be included in the cur-
riculum. Health knowledge provides the very foundation of informa-
tion which enables mankind to carry on the work of the world. As 
Delbert Oberteuffer, a well.,.-known health and physical educator, 
stated: 
To educate in health is to equip the individual with the 
concepts and behaviors fundamental to sound and consis-
tent decisions and choices that tend to promote his 
well-being and that of his family and neighbors .1 
It is a basic premise of this research that health education is 
and has been considered an important part of a person's total educa-
tion. Consequently, health instruction, a major part of health edu-
cation, must also, be vital to the student's acquisition of health 
knowledge. What then, is the best method for conveying this know-
ledge to students, to instruct them? Can a student better learn 
health knowledge through information presented in related subject 
areas, i.e., an :indirect approach to teaching health? Or is health 
knowledge learned more effectively by means of direct instruction in 
a regular classroom environment? 
It is the purpose of this research to determine which method 
1 
of instruction, direct or indirect, enables students to acquire an 
increased knowledge of health. 
Statement of the Problem 
2 
The problem investigated in this study was to measure the 
health knowledge acquired by selected ninth grade students during a 
semester of direct health instruction and to compare these results 
with the health knowledge acquired by ninth grade. students who were 
not exposed to direct health instruction. 
Hypothesis 
There is no significant differtmce at the .01 level of confi-
dence between the health knowledge gained by ninth grade students 
who were exposed to direct health instruction and the health know-
ledge acquired by ninth grade students who did not have direct 
health instruction. 
Delimitations 
The subjects for this study were limited to male and female 
ninth grade students in the Edmond, Oklahoma Public School System. 
The students had no prior health class taught as a separate 
subject unless a student had transferred from a school district 
where health was taught as a separate subject. 
Edmond r.Iid- High health classes were limtied to 55 minutes in 
length. 
There was no conscious attempt to control the students' acqui-
sition of health knowledge outside the classroom. 
3 
Limitations 
Administration of the test, provision of instructions and man-
agement of the classroom situation during the testing period was the 
responsibility of the classroom teacher. 
The presentation of the health subject matter to the students 
was limited by the proficiency of the individual teacher. 
The reading ability and basic intelligence level of the sub-
jects in the study were not controlled factors. 
The students were encouraged to anwer all questions to the best 
of their ability. 
The health teachers for these classes were experiencing their 
initial effort in teaching health as a subject. 
The students for this investigation may have been exposed to 
health information indirectly through related subjects (i.e., h01-;ie 
economics, family living, science or physical education). 
Assumptions 
It was assumed that: 
1. Students were able to comprehend testing questions. 
2. Students' knowledge regarding health was varied. 
3. Students employed optimal effort at answering test 
questions. 
4. The testing environment was conducive to accurate testing. 
Significance of the Study 
Health education in the public schools is an essential part of 
a student's complete education. Furtheruore, the teaching of health 
4 
in the schools is mandated by Oklahoma State law. 2 According to 
Fawole's research, 3 health instruction in this state is delivered 
to students for the most part via indirect health instruction in 
related subject area classes. Therefore, it is important to deter-
mine if indirect health instruction is the better method of teaching 
this vital, man-dated subject. It is the intent of this research to 
evaluate which method--direct health instruction, which the majority 
of health professionals recommend or indirect health instruction, 
the latter being the method employed in the majority of Oklahoma 
schools--enables students to acquire increased health knowledge. 
Definition of Terms 
Following are terms used to help clarify the content of this 
dissertation: 
1. Health - The quality, resulting from the total func-
tioning of the individual that empowers him to achieve 
a personally satisfying and socially useful life. 4 
2. Health Concepts - General ideas which relate to health 
knowledge. For example, there is considerable empir-
ical evidence suggesting the importance of regular 
exercise in preventing heart disease. 
3. Health Education - The process of providing learning 
experiences for the purpose of influencing knowledge, 
attitudes and conduct relating to individual and group 
health. 5 
4. Direct-_tJ--9~!.1'.E.__!~~~uc!_i_gg - Involves primarily a well-
planned, sequential program of classroom instruction 
focusing on health topics. It attempts to relate these 
topics to students in a meaningful way, with emphasis 
on the individual, the family and community. 6 
5. Indirect Health Ins_!:ruction - Refers to teaching in 
related subjuct fiold8 tiuch aa scionco, physical odu-
cation, home economics or social studies. Through 
these subjects areas, health information may be pre-
sented incidentially in conjunction with the regular 
subject material. 7 
6. Comprehensive Health Education - A sequential and 
ordered program scientifically based and educationally 
designed to postively influence the individual's 
health knowledge, attitudes and practices as the indi-
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The review of literature is divided into four areas about which 
this study is concerned: ( 1) significance of health education in 
the United States Public School curricula, (2) background of health 
education in Oklahoma Public Schools, ( 3) literature related to 
health education instruction, and ( 4) literature related to health 
education evaluation. 
Significance of Health Education 
in the American Public 
School Curricula 
During the colonial period, several educators supported the 
health education concept. John Lockel advocated the need for the 
classroom instructor to be trained in health maintenance and 
instruction. Henry Barnard listed a number of relevant topics for 
classroom discussion which centered around such ideas as "appur-
tenances for injury," personal hygiene, importance of physical act-
ivity and cause and prevention of illness and disease. 2 Benjamin 
Franklin, in discussing the environment and curriculum of the 
academy schools, declared that schools should foster a "healthful 
situation," and he promoted physical exercise as one of the acad-
emy's primary subjects. 3 
7 
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In 1932, Horace r.Iann advanced the idea of teacher training in 
health education; he felt that students exposed to health informa-
tion would have a better and longer life. 4 
During the mid-1800's, as public education expanded and became 
tax-supported, one of the earliest and most significant education 
documents, "The Report of the Sanitary Commission of Massachusetts," 
which concerned the need for heal th instruction, was written. This 
1850 report, compiled by one of the commission r:iem bers, Lemuel 
Shattuck, stated: 
· It has recently been recommended that the science of phys-
iology be taught in the public schools, and the recomrnen-
dation should be universally approved • . • • Every child 
should be taught early in life, that, to preserve his life 
and his own health and the lives and health of others, is 
one of the most ir.Jportant and abiding duties • • 
Everything connected with wealth, happiness and long life 
depends upon health • , • • 5 · 
Health education in the schools made slow progress prior to 
World War I. However, as man after man was rejected to serve in the 
armed forces, due to physical and emotional disorders, the need to 
public awareness of health knowledge was recognized. 6 In 1918, the 
Coomission on the Re-organization of Secondary Education listed 
"health" as the first of the Sev~l!_ Cardinal Princ2J.i.J~~ of Edu~~­
tion. 7 The initial report of the 1924 Joint Committee of Health 
Problems in Education of the rJational Education Association and the 
American !.1edical Association, eh titled Health Education 8 was a sig-
nificant stimulus to the development of health instruction in Amer-
ican schools. The 1948 edition re-emphasized this committee's 
strong advocacy that "health is a basic and major objective of edu-
cation and is fundamental to the present and future welfare of the 
9 
nation • • II 9 The Educational Policies Commission, in their 1952 
document, "Education for all Youth - A Further Look, 11 said that the 
nation's youth needed to "develop and maintain good health and 
physical fitness" .10 One of the educational objectives identified by 
the 1955 Presidential White House conferences was the "development 
of physical and mental health" .11 
Hore recently, noted education professionals have advocated the 
need for and importance of the teaching of health concepts in the 
school setting. Oberteuffer spent his professional life promoting 
health and physical education. He believed that the goal of health 
education was "to give man the tools by which his potential 
strengths, energies, and social, physical and mental-emotional effec-
tiveness can be fully realized 11 .12 Elena Sliepcevich conducted an 
extensive status study to determine the extent of health education 
and activities in the United States during the early 1960's. A Sum-
mary R~~E!, 13 published in 1964 detailed the findings of this study 
which involved health knowledge, attitudes and practices of public 
school children. As a result of this research study a foundation for 
curricula development and further research was laid and the impetus 
for the conceptual approach to health education had its beginning. 
Other influential professionals, Kilander14 Means15, 16 and Mayer, 17 
to name a few, demonstrated their support of health education through 
their writings, research, lectures and/or teaching. 
Numerous national organizations, which included a cross section 
of parental groups, religious and medical groups, public health, 
educational and civic groups have made statements supporting the 
teaching of health concepts in the schools. r.1embers of the National 
10 
Education Association, Hational Congress of Parents and Teachers, 
American r.1edical Association and many other related organizations 
have drafted resolutions urging the development of health education 
programs as a necessary and important part of every school pro-
gram18. Following are quotes from a number of these and other organ-
izations that have endorsed and supported school health education. 
The American Public Health Association: 
• • • health instruction should be an integral and 
basic part of elementary school, high school and 
college curriculum for all students • • • .19 
The American College Heal th Association: 
• • • instruction in health should be an integral, 
but distinct part of all school and college 
curriculums and that health services coordinate their 
efforts in planning for and obtaining these 
objectives • • • .20 
The American Dental Association: 
• • • approve and support a strong program of health 
education as a basic part of the school and college 
curriculum • • • • 21 
The American I.le di cal Association: 
• • • health education should be an integral and basic 
part of school and college curriculum • • • • 22 
World Health Organization: 
• • • The health of all peoples is fundamental to the 
attainment of peace and security and is dependent upon 
the fullest cooperation of individuals and states. 23 
The Society of State Directors of Health, Physical Education 
and H.ecreation: 
The ultimate goal of the comprehensive school health 
program is to help every young person to achieve his 
full potential through becoming responsible for his 
24 own personal health decisions and practices • • • • 
11 
State of Oklahoma, Department of Education, Annual . Bulletin, 
1978: 
A program of health education should be included as a 
part of the student 1s schedule. This course should 
. include consumer community health, personal health, 
dental health, mental health, nutrition, safety, 
environmental health, tobacco and alcohol.25 
Letters from these organizations and others are found in 
Appendix A. 
Background of Health Education in 
Oklahoma Public Schools 
The earliest literature with reference to school ·health was 
located by this researcher in the 1908 publication of Laws and Opin-
ions for the Regulation and Support of the Common Schools26. The law 
stated that teachers were required to teach students morality and 
acceptable behavior as members of society. Five years later how-
ever, state laws specifically required the teaching of physiology 
and hygiene, 27 effects of alcoholic drink and narcotics, 28 and, 
again, morality and human kindness. Time requirements for these 
subjects were not spelled out for the teacher; however, they were to 
be part of physiology and hygiene, and no additional textbook was to 
be purchased. 
A 1924 bulletin, Course of Study for Science, included a require-
ment for indirect health teaching in general science. The following 
is a quote from that bulletin: 
Health. !Jo science work. is worthy of consideration in the 
first year of the secondary school unless it makes 
possible an understanding of the laws of healthy living. 
r.Iuch of this teaching r.i.ay be indirect but some of it 1:Just 
certainly be through the agency of direct and simple 
experiments. 29 
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Winslow's Health_0ving was listed as a required textbook in the 
Department of Public Education's 1926 bulletin. 30 A health program 
based on a curriculum guide specifying subject material and instruc-
tional time was developed for grades 1-8. 
Article XI in School Laws of Oklah~~. 1949, 31 detailed the 
public school curriculum. Health, physical fitness and safety were 
included as required subjects; however, there were no specific 
guidelines detailing time allotment or method of instruction. 
Curricula research indicates that health information was 
delivered to public school students in Oklahoma through indirect 
instruction in subjects such a.s reading, civics, home economics, in 
addition to science and physical education. An instructor who was 
certified to teach in the classroom was considered to be qualified 
to teach health education as no guidelines were established for 
heath education prior to 1970. 
A summary report. for health education in Oklahoma was included 
in the Twenty-Sixth Biennial Report of 1956. 32 This report 
detailed a state health education meeting held at Lake Texoma and 
revealed the issues discussed: ( 1) status of health instruction, 
(2) hindrance to more effective health instruction, (3) knowledge 
needed by health teachers; and (4) changes needed in the curricu-
lum. It was noted that the majority of health instruction in 
Oklahoma was integrated with other subjects. Health education was 
receiving attention. 
The following year, 1957, · a curriculum bulletin for alcohol and 
narcotics was developed. 33 This was intended to offer guidelines to 
teachers for the instruction of this subject. Ten years later, a 
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curriculum guide was developed for grades K-6; this guide was com-
prehensive in its content, yet, it was not explicit in detailing 
when and how this material was to be taught.34 In 1970, the Oklahoma 
Health Planning Commission conducted a survey involving a five 
percent saople of Oklahoma public schools. 35 This survey included 98 
public schools from which 25 were drawn for testing at the sixth, 
ninth and twelfth grade levels. 
A summary of findings indicated that health practices and know-
ledge scores of Oklahoma ninth and twelfth graders fell considerably 
below national averages; sixth grade scores were nearer the national 
average. The survey revealed that the majority of health instruc-
tion was integrated with other subjects. 
State legislation in the form of the Drug Abuse Act of 197236 
provided the impetus for the health education movement in Okla-
homa. The primary purpose of this act was to "insure the develop-
ment of a comprehensive drug abuse education prograo for all 
children and youth in kindergarten and grades 1 through 12 for the 
public schools of this state". 37 
Attention was drawn to the subject of health via this law; 
inservice programs were offered to teachers, and textbooks and other 
materials were made available in the schools. All levels of each 
public school were required to teach drug education as a part of the 
curriculum. This one topic became the focal point of public school 
health education for a number of. years. 
A push for comprehensive health education program taught by 
health educators as separate courses was promoted by several inter-
ested groups in the late 19701s. From this interest, Senate Bill 
14 
136 was written and presented to the legislature in 1981. Its 
intent was the development of a statewide comprehensive health edu-
cation program. 38 This bill was not passed by the Senate; however, 
money was allocated to the Office of Comprehensive Health Education 
to fund 26 health education pilot programs in Oklahoma public 
schools and has been refunded for the 1982-83 school year. 
Separate teacher certification for health is now pending before 
the Professional Standards Board; the fate of this development is, 
of course, unknown. 
The state of Oklahoma has included health education in its pub-
lic school curriculum requirements since the early 1900's with var-
ious content areas receiving emphasis from time to time. It now 
appears that the State Department of Education is making strides to 
implement a comprehensive format for statewide health education and 
health instruction. 
Literature Related to Health Instruction 
How should a subject be taught? What method of instruction 
enables a student to more effectively comprehend the content of the 
course subject matter? Should class material be presented to stu-
dents through direct instruction, correlated or integrated with 
other subject areas, or perhaps taught 2 or 3 days per week alter-
nating with another class? For decades, educators have studied, 
researched and debated in order to determine the most effective 
method to present subject matter material to public school students. 
This is, of course, true with instruction in health education. 
Mitche1139 in 1934, surveyed health education exports and 
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teachers in public schools to determine the best method to instruct 
in health. He found that the vast majority of schools present 
health information through integration with other subjects, while 
health experts recommended instruction through a comprehensive, 
balanced and separate health course. 
Bechtel 40 in 1937 and Sliepcevich41 in 1958 conducted 
studies to determine the contributions to health instruction made by 
means of the correlation method. 
The results of Bechtel's study revealed that only a small per-
centage of health topics can be taught thoroughly by correlation, 
yet, this method of instruction offered a number of advantages: (1) 
health material was presented in new and varied settings, ( 2) health 
knowledge was reinforced through offerings in numerous subjects, and 
( 3) teachers in other subjects made contributions to the health 
field. 
Sliepcevich, in her study concerning health instruction through 
correlation, stated that all instruction relating to health cannot be 
handled through direct health teaching. Opportunities for correlat-
ing health with other subject areas were outlined in order to assist 
teachers in presenting health information in conjunction with their 
primary subject matter. However, it was reiterated that correlation 
was intended to supplement direct instruction, not replace it. 
In a speech delivered to the University of Texas Health Educa-
tion Workshop Conference in 1940, Cassidy42 discussed the use of 
the total school environment in regard to the teaching of health 
through integration with subject areas. 
In 1951, Kilander43 reported on a study undertaken to determine 
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the status of various organizational and administrative factors 
related to health instruction in secondary schools. The researcher 
surveyed 33 states in order to develop an. overview of different 
cor:iponents of health education. It was revealed in this report that 
while health leaders recomr:iended a separate course in health educa-
tion, integration with other subjects was also beneficial in expos-
ing student to health inforr:iation. The integration r.iethod of health 
instruction seemed to be r:iore successful in schools whore a separate 
health course was also offered. 
The State Curriculum Comr:iittee on Health Education in the state 
of r.lichigan summarized a number of research projects in a 1958 prog-
ress report. 44 Among these projects was an experiment concerning 
direct instruction in a family living unit taught one day per week 
in an already existing class (i.e. , English class or science class). 
Evaluators of the project reported that this type of instruction had 
been successful because of the effectiveness of teacher instruction, 
the variety of techniques and the rapport established between teach-
ers and pupils. A sur.imary of other projects, concerning varying 
methods of instruction were reported and it was concluded that a 
variety of health teaching methods were successful when properly 
planned and presented to classes. 
A 1959 article by Synder45 reviewed the contributions organ-
izational patterns of teaching methods made to school health instruc-
tion. He stated that incidental instruction in everyday living, 
correlation of health with other established subjects, integration of 
health through identified projects and direct teachi.ng wore all valu-
able health instructional tools. Snyder added that specllic time for 
17 
direct health instruction should be established as with other sub-
jects and the other approaches to teaching health should be consid-
erect supplemental. 
Oberteuffer46 in a 1968 health education appraisal report 
explained the value in using discussion, research and problem sol-
ving as updated approaches to health instruction. He stated that 
health educators "better get busy and teach things that are signifi-
cant for 1970 and 1980 11 • 47 Continuing he declared that with the 
expanding importance of health instruction r:J.ore time will be needed. 
"None of this once a week, or rainy day period will do in the 
future. Someone has to more over 11 • 48 
The American Association of Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation49 issued, in 1970, a position statement with recommen-
dations concerning the importance of health instruction in contem-
porary society. It was recommended that: 
1. There be a unified approach to health teaching, a 
program of health instruction organized and scheduled 
in such a way that there is scope and sequence 
through the school years (K-12). 
2. A program of curriculum development be undertaken 
which will involve: (al the identification of 
specific courses with content, learning activities 
and evaluation activities, and, (b) coordination and 
integration with other subject matter areas. 49 
It further stated that health instruction; to be effective, must be 
on a continuing basis and not · a crash program. 
Adams51 conducted a study in 1974 to determine the status of 
health instruction in order to provide a basis for its improvement 
in the secondary schools of Tennessee. It was found that time 
allotted for health instruction was equivalent to that of other 
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subjects and was a requirement for graduation. As a result, the stu-
dents in Tennessee secondary schools evaluated in this study, had a 
higher mean score on health knowledge tests than averages estab-
lished by national norms. 
A 1977 article by Yarber52 emphasized the need and impor-
tance of accountability in health instruction. The author stated 
that due to the importance of health instruction in the total educa-
tion of the child, accountability in instructional practices should 
be stressed. Instruments and procedures to evaluate health instruc-
. tion as well as appropriate grade levels and populations were sug-
gested in this report. 
Faulkenberry53 conducted a study in 1979 which assessed the 
status of health instruction programs in South Carolina high 
schools. The findings of this research concluded that the !7lajority 
of the high schools offered health as a separate subject, however, a 
large percentage of the teachers were academically unqualified to 
teach health. Not only was the method of health instruction impor-
tant, but the personnel utilized to present the r.iaterial must be 
qualified and effective, it was concluded. 
In summary, experts in the field of health education recommend 
direct instruction as the most effective method to instruct in 
health. However, studies revealed that instruction through correla-
tion, integration, discussions and problem solving activities were, 
also, beneficial as supplementary methods in exposing health infor'-
mation to public school students. 
19 
Studies Helated to Health Evalaution 
Researchers evaluate in health for numerous reasons. These 
reasons may include the desire to evaluate 'the effectiveness of 
health or to compare effectiveness of teaching methods in order to 
refine or improve the health programs. :Pigg54 stated that health 
evaluation can help determine the student's level of health know-
ledge and/or make assessment of the heaHh instruction program as 
one segment of the total school health plan. Health educators may 
feel the need to demonstrate 11 proof of worth 11 of their subject. 
This aspect of evaluation was commented on by Suchman: 
All the social institutions or subsystems, whether medi-
cal, educational, religious, economic or political are 
required to provide 'proof' of their ~gitimacy and 
effectiveness in order to justify society's continued 
support. Both the demand ·.for and the type of acceptable 
'proof' will depend largely upon the -nature of the rela-
tionship between the social institution and the public. 
In general, a balance will be struck between faith and 
fact, reflecting the degree of oan's respect for author-
ity and tradition within the particular system verses his 
·skepticism and desire for tangible tµroofs of worth'. 55 
Whatever the need or desire for health education evaluation, it 
has been in progress in one form or another for decades. However, 
prior to 1900, evaluation of school health programs was practically 
non-existent due to the lack of organized school health education. 
After the turn of the century, as these programs were in devel-
opmental stages, health educators believed school children would 
benefit from a planned program of health instruction. Thus, numer-
ous evaluative studios were conducted to determine the impact of 
quality health instruction on school children. A nur.Jber of these 
earlier studies were conducted in Baltimore, r.1aryland in 1914; in 
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Halden, Massachusetts in 1922; in Ohio from 1922-1925; in Fargo, 
North Dakota from 1923-1927; and other areas of the country. 56 
It was found that the level of health knowledge of school children 
could be improved through a structured health instruction program. 
An early study to determine gain in health knowledge was con-
ducted by Murphy57 in 1937. Women physical education students 
were placed in two groups; one received health instruction, the other 
did not. Both groups were given a pre-test and a retest. 
Women who received health instruction displayed a larger gain 
than the women who did not receive instruction. It was also shown 
that women who attended related classes, such as biology, general 
science and home economics, but did not attend health classes, did 
not exceed the health knowledge of freshmen entering college. 
Gmur 58 in 1959, compared three different patterns of curric-
ulum organization and instruction: correlation, integration and the 
separate course. Pre-test and post-test scores of 100 high school 
freshmen and 100 high school seniors for each of the curricular pop-
ulations were analyzed. The results showed a statistically signifi-
cant difference in the post-test scores. The students in the direct 
or separate course scored significantly higher on the post-test that 
the students in the other type health classes even though there was 
no significant difference in pre-test scores of the curricular popu-
lations. This evidence supports the conclusion that the best 
results in health instruction can be achieved by direct teaching in 
a separate course in health education. 
Jensen59 selected an elementary population with which to 
evaluated the merits of two different health programs. Prior to 
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instruction the same objectives were established for both programs. 
One treatment used in this 1959 study was the unit organization of 
subject matter in which teacher-pupil planning and probler,1 solving 
techniques were utlized. The second treatment of this sixth grade 
population was the method of integrating health information with 
other related subjects. After evaluation of the two programs, Jensen 
found that students in both situations had made a significant gain in 
health knowledge but that no significant differences were found 
between the r.man achievement for the two treatments. The researcher, 
in this study had shown the 'proof of worth' of the health program in 
this elementary setting. 
Another study that was designed to show worthiness of the health 
program was conducted by Johns60 in 1962. This research evaluated 
the effectiveness of school health education in terms of program act-
ivities, pupils' health knowledge, attitudes and practices and the 
value of evaluation of programs in selected schools and colleges in 
the Los Angeles area. This study provided data for student, 
teachers, adrJinistrators, board merJ be rs and citizens that justified 
the health education program in these schools and opened avenues for 
improvements in this area. The author states that 11 the School Health 
Education Evaluative Study did provide uncontrovertible evidence of 
the value of health education and evaluation as a process in health 
education 11 • 61 
Witham's62 purpose in evaluation was to compare health 
instruction methods and the contributions these methods made to 
health knowledge. In this 1960 study, Hitha1:-i evaluated three plans 
of health instruction in the Ilinnesota Public Schools. He used a 
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comparison for the mean scores of tests froLl 60 selected r.1innesota 
Public High Schools involving 2, 785 high school seniors. Direct 
health instruction, instruction alternating with physical education 
and indirect health instruction through related subject fields were 
the instructional plans evaluated. The statistical analysis of the 
mean test scores from these three methods of instruction revealed 
that direct health instruction yielded mean scores statistically 
superior to the other two plans for teaching health information. 
Morton63 in 1976, compared direct and non...:direct health 
instruction and its relationship to senior students' acquisition of 
health knowledge and size of the school district. He concluded that 
the importance of health instruction in the curriculum was confirmed 
and that health instruction and district size were important vari-
ables in student health knowledge scores. 
A research study by Shaw64 conducted at the University of 
f.1assach usetts, was intended to evaluate the efficiency or effective-
ness of general health courses. Following pre-test, post-test eval-
uation of the usefulness of a general health course for college 
students, Shaw concluded that this type was beneficial to all under-
graduate students. 
Assessment of high school programs were conducted by Papenfuss65 
in 1972 and Sloan66 in 1978. Papenfuss, in the state of Iowa, eval-
uated types of instruction, qualifications of the instructors, time 
allotment, size of classes and course content. The findings of this 
study established a sound basis for confirming the status of health 
education in Iowa and therefore, realistic goals and objectives could 
be offered to the state in order to work toward improving the health 
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programs in the public schools. 
Sloan's research attempted to measure the level of health know-
ledge and decifer the strengths and weaknesses of South Carolina 
public high school seniors. Professional health educators adminis-
tered the Fast-Tyson Health Knowledge Test to seniors in 33 high 
schools. Following analysis of the data, the researcher was able 
to conclude that South Carolina high school students ranked at a low 
level in health knowledge as compared to standards on the Fast-Tyson 
Test. As a result the researcher recommended the following: health 
education teachers be better prepared; dual certification for health 
and physical education be eliminated; specific health requirements 
for all school students be established; and, certified health teach-
ers be employed. 
An evaluative study which .. assessed the health knowledge of col-
lege freshmen in a wide geographl.cal area was conducted by 
Hazaretian 67 in 1978. Two of the purposes of her study were to 
analyze health knowledge of college freshmen in 13 southern states 
and compare this information with the health program requirements of 
the individual states. After analyzing the data, the researcher 
concluded that the provisions of state adopted curricula, textbooks, 
teaching guides and regularly scheduled classes have not been imple-
mented in such a way as to develop a positive relationship between 
these factors and the health knowledge of students. The r.lajority of 
health education programs in these 13 states were not 'proving their 
worth.' Through evaluation the· researcher was able to access the 
present status of health programs and offer recommendations for 
improvement. 
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Redican, Olsen and Hathis68 conducted a study· in 1978 to 
compare the cognitive effects of two nationally available prototype 
health education curricula at the elementary level. The design of 
the study was such that the r.Iidwest sixth grade students, (N=168) 
drawn from six different classes, were measured against both a con-
trol group and each other. Following exposure to health concepts 
through regular health instruction, School Health Curriculum Project 
material or the A. J. Nystrom Company's "Being Healthy" units, the 
researcher found that there were significant differences in stu-
dents' health knowledge in favor of the prototype health curricula. 
The researchers contributed the differences to the number and qual-
ity of teachers in service programs for the prototyoe units. 
One of the most recent studies was conducted in Arkansas by 
Burgess69 in 1978. The purpose of this research was to analyze 
the health knowledge of eighth graders in order to construct a 
health knowledge curriculum guide for this age group. After measur-
ing health knowledge, comparing it to national norms and evaluating 
health instruction, the researcher was able to assess the health 
education program at the eighth grade level and develop a curriculum 
guide to help refine and direct that particular health program. 
Fawole 70 surveyed junior and senior high schools in Oklahoma in 
1979 to determine among other things, the status of health instruc-
tion in this state. The researcher found that the majority of 
health instruction in Oklahoma public schools was presented through 
indirect instruction, mainly in physical education classes. Other 
findings indicated that the lecture method was most often used in 
health classes and health students were most often evaluated through 
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the observation method. 
An article by Dearborn 71 discussed the merits of pre-testing 
in health education. However, his ideas might be paraphrased to 
include the merits of evaluation in the entire realm of health edu-
cation. Reasons for health education evaluation include: 
1. to assist in the selection of appropriate content 
material with placement of needed emphasis on certain 
areas to meet the revealed needs of the students; 
2. to measure class and/ or individual progress; 
3. to provide added motivation for learning; 
4. to create an increased interest in health subject 
matter material; 
5. to assist in structuring, defining and/ or refining 
of health education programs; 
6. to compare the effectiveness of teaching methods, 
and, 
7. to measure qualifications of health educators. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
The intent of this study was to compare the effectiveness of 
direct health instruction with the effectiveness of indirect health 
instruction and to evaluate this instruction by measuring the stu-
dents' acquisition of health knowledge. The following areas are 
considered in the analysis: health education courses and teachers, 
selection of subjects, the experimental and control group, selection 
of the test to evaluate health knowledge, procedures for testing, 
coding of tho computor cards and 1:JtaU1:1ticctl troatrnont. of tho data. 
Health Education Course and Teachers 
Comprehensive health education classes were required of all 
ninth grade students at Edmond Hid-High in Edmond, Oklahoma. The 
topics taught in these classes included the following: mental-
emotional health, chemical use and abuse, communicable disease, 
nutrition, fitness, safety, consumer health and personal hygiene. 
Students met these 16-week classes 55 minutes daily. There were 12 
class sections utilizing three teachers. A lecture-discussion mode 
of teaching based on reading of the text, Modern Health, was used. 
Resources such as health films, filmstrips, magazines, posters and 




The three teachers were first-year health educators. Each held 
an Oklahoma teaching certificate and was a physical education major 
with varying health backgrounds: one, a health minor, another an 
athletic trainer and the third, a track coach. They expressed a 
desire to teach health education when Edmond Public Schools placed 
'health in the curriculum, thus were selected by the administration to 
fill these positions. 
In only a small percentage of Oklahoma schools, according to 
Fawole, 1 is health offered as a separate subject.. For the first 
year, Edmond Public Schools offered health as a separate subject, as 
well as a required course. The health classes and Oklahoma history 
classes in Edmond r.lid-High provided the needed . population and the 
teaching situation in which to conduct and evaluate the purpose of 
this research. 
Selection of Subjects 
The subjects for this study consisted of 406 ninth grade stu-
dents in health education and Oklahoma history classes at Edmond 
r.1id-High in Edmond, Oklahoma. The 194 students in health education, 
which was for the first time required for high school graduation, 
comprised the fall experimental group. The control group consisted 
of 212 students in the Oklahoma history classes. Because the Okla-
homa history students were required to take the health education 
course during the spring semester, they became a second experimental 
group, increasing the final pre-and post-testing population to 406. 
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The Control and Experimental Groups 
The control group was comprised of students who attended required 
Oklahoma history classes for 16 weeks during the fall semester. The 
students in these classes provided a population similar in age, envi-
ronment and background to the experimental group and they encompassed 
the remainder of the ninth grade students. Throughout the semester, 
students in the control group acquired health information by means of 
indirect instruction through attending classes in related subject areas 
such as home econor.lics, science and/or physical education. No attempt 
was made to direct or control the health knowledge acquisition of this 
group. The majority of Oklahoma public school students, according to 
Fawole, 2 acquired health knowledge through indirect instruction. 
The fall experimental groups was comprised of ninth grade stu-
dents who attended 16 weeks of required health education classes that 
met daily for 55 r:i.inutes. These students were taught through the 
direct instruction method with teachers utilizing a variety of 
resources to complement the instruction. 
Selection of the Test to Evaluate 
Health Knowledge 
The researcher reviewed a number of tests in order to locate an 
instrument to evaluate the students' acquisition of health know-
ledge. For this study, the researcher desired an evaluation instru-
ment that met the following criteria: 
1. comprehensive in content; 
2. recently constructed; 
3. accessibility of the author for interviewing; 
4. sufficiently difficult to allow measurement between pre-
and post-test; 
5. easy to acquire permission to use test; 
6. not expensive to duplicate; and 
7. easy to administer. 
The Hamrick-Anspaugh Comprehensive Health Knowledge Test, 3 
met the above criteria. This test was constructed in 1981 and con-
tained 100 items. Fifty of these 100 items, which coincided with 
the Edmond health course content, were selected. Table. I reveals 
the percentage of time spent teaching a particular topic and the 









cor.IPAHISOiJ OF HEALTH COURSE COiJTENT 
AiJD HEALTH TEST CONTENT 
Health Classes Health Test (50 questions) 
Drugs 2.5 wks. 1 )% (.1562) A. Drugs 16% (8 questions) 
Mental Hl. 3 wks. 18-19% (.1875) B. Mental Hl. 18% (9 questions) 
Fitness 3 wks. 18-19% (.1875) c. Fitness 10% (5 quest ions) 
Disease 3 wks. 18-19% (.1875) D. Disease 22% ( 11 questions) 
Consumerism 1 wk. b% (.0620) E. Consumerism 12% (6 questions) 
Nutrition 3 wks. 18-19% (. 1b7 :i) F. Nutrition 14% (7 questions) 




Reliability of the test was determined through computer analysis 
using test-retest reliability procedures for the fifty item test. 
Upon evaluation of the testing instrument, a jury of health experts, 
consisting of the following members, attested to its content valid-
ity: Dr. Dale Evans, Director of Allied Health, University of 
Houston; Dr. Warren McNabb, Coordinator of Health Education, Univer-
sity of Nevada - Las Vegas; Dr. Larry Bridges, Coordinator of Com-
munity Health Education, St. Francis Hospital, Tulsa, Oklahoma. Dr. 
Michael Hamrick, Health Educator, Hemphis State University, and 
author of the 100 item test and Dr. McNabb offered numerous sugges-
tions for revisions of the test, if used again, for a similar 
study. 
Procedures for Testing 
At the beginning of the fall semester, the classroom teachers 
administered the revised Hamrick-Anspaugh Comprehensive Health Test, 
as the pre-test, during the regular class period to 406 ninth 
graders enrolled in the required health education and Oklahoma his-
tory classes. The researcher gave the teachers instructions prior 
to the testing session. Following the pre-test, students in the 
health classes were exposed to health information for 16 weeks 
through direct instruction while the Oklahoma history students were 
indirectly exposed to health information via class attendance in 
related subjects: science, home economics and/or physical eduation. 
After 16 weeks of classes, the same test was given as a post-test to 
all 406 students following the same procedures as used in the pre-
test administration. 
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During the spring semester, the students who had been in Oklahoma 
history classes were required to take health education classes. As 
these students completed the health classes, they were given a second 
post-test. These students, who had been the control group for the fall 
testing, became a second experimental group. This procedure not only 
doubled the size of the testing population for evaluating direct health 
instruction, but allowed the researcher to compare a group with itself, 
as well as with another group. 
Coding of the Computer Cards 
Students recorded their test answers on OMR computer cards which 
were coded with numbers that enabled the researcher to match each 
student's cards following post-tests examinations. These were then 
fed into the computer for statistical analysis. Coding, which estab-
lished an identifying number for each student, was numbered as 
follows: 
1st column: 1, 2, or 3 for .1st, 2nd or 3rd test 
2nd column: 1 for experimental group or 2 for control group 
3rd column: 1 - 6 for teacher number 
4th column: 1 - 5 for class period of teacher and students 
5th and 6th column: 1 - 33 to give each student a number in 
each class 
After all the tests were administered (pre-, post-and post-
post-test), each student had three cards which were matched, placed 
in order and then fed into the computer for statistical analysis. 
Cards which could not be matched for all examinations were elimin-
ated from the study. The final numbers of 194 for the experioental 
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group and 212 for the control. group were used for statistical analysis. 
Zeros on the OMR conputer print-outs indicated omitted or multiple 
responses on the answer cards. The zeros were counted as incorrect. 
Statistical Treatment of the Data 
Standard procedures for determining significant differences within 
and between the. means of population groups' test scores were utilized 
in the statistical analysis of the data. 
The paired t-test was utilized . to measure differences within the 
means of the fall experimental group by administering pre-and 
post-tests before and after the 16 week health education classes 
taught by direct instruction. To measure differences within the 
control group, also using pre-and post-test, the paired t-test was 
also employed following a semester of indirect health instruction. 
This same group, after a semester of direct health instruction during 
the spring, was given a second post-test; the paired t-test was used 
to measure differences in the means within this group before and 
after direct instruction in. health classes. 
A two group t-test was utilized to identify any statistical 
difference between the means of the fall experimental group and the 
control group prior to exposure to health knowledge by direct or 
indirect instruction. 
A two-group t-test was employed to determine any significant 
difference between the means of the fall experimental and control group 
following a semester of direct and indirect health instruction. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The problem investigated in this study was to compare the 
health knowledge acquired by selected ninth grade students during a 
semester of direct health instruction with the knowledge acquired by 
ninth grade students who were exposed to health information through 
indirect health instruction. It was the purpose of this research to 
determine which method of instruction, direct or indirect, enables 
students to better acquire health knowledge. 
Subjects for this study were 406 ninth grade students in health 
education and Oklahoma history classes at Edmond Mid-High in Edmond, 
Oklahoma. The fall experimental group consisted of 194 students 
attending required health classes taught by direct instruction, and 
the control group was comprised of 212 ninth grade students enrolled 
in Oklahoma history classes. The control group received health 
instruction indirectly through attendance in related subject area 
classes. It then became a second experimental group when these stu-
dents attended the required health classes during the spring semes-
ter and received health information through direct instruction. A 
pre-test was administered to the fall experimental and control groups 
at the beginning and a post-test was administered at the end of the 
fall semester. A second post-test was administered to the spring 
experimental group at the end of the spring semester after they had 
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attended the health classes. The .01 level of confidence was 
accepted as the level which was indicative of significance. 
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Results of this research were drawn from evidence based on the 
total scores made on the revised Hamrick-Anspaugh Comprehensive 
Health Knowledge Test, a 100 item test reduced to 50 items. The 
data were based upon a comparison of moan scores which were treated 
statistically by use of the paired t-test and the two group t-test. 
Comparison of the Pre-test Population 
A two group t-test was used to compare mean scores between 
groups on the pre-test which was administered at the ·beginning of 
the fall semester. The 194 students in the fall experiment group 
had a pre-test mean of 19. 6 7, a standard deviation of 4. 6 7 and a 
range of 24, (9 to 33 points). The control group, comprised of 212 
students, had a pre-test mean of 20.25, a standard deviation of 4.62 
and a range of 24, ( 9 to 33) points. There was not a significant 
dif f ercnce in the mean scores on the pre-test between the fall 
experimental group and the control group. It would appear from 
these statistics that these two groups of ninth grade students began 
the fall semester equal in their knowledge concerning health. Table 
II provides a visual comparison of the pre-test mean scores, stan-
dard deviation and range between the fall experimental group and the 
control group. Test was administered prior to instruction. 
TABLE II 
C0f.1PAH.ISON OF THE PRE-TEST r.mArJS BETHEEfJ THE 
FALL EXPERI!.1E1JTAL AND COIJTHOL GROUPS 
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N Mean S.D. Range D. F. Prob. 
Experimental 
Group 194 19.67 4.67 24 (9-33) 
404.0 0.2025 
Control 
Group 212 20.Z5 4.62 24 (Y-33) 
- -
Comparison of the Post-test Population 
This research sought to determine by use of a two group t-test 
if there was a significant difference between two groups of mean 
scores following a semester of direct or indirect health instruc-
tion. The fall experimental group, after 16 weeks of direct health 
instruction, had a mean post-test score of 23. 23, a standard dcvia-
tion of 5.45 and a range of 29, (8 to 37 points). For the fall 
experimental group, there was an increase of 18% in health knowledge 
acquired during the semester of direct health instruction. 
After 16 weeks of indirect health instruction, the control group 
had a post-test mean score of 19.82, a standard deviation of 5. 54 and 
a range of 31 ( 4 to 35 points). The control group actually recorded 
a loss on the mean test score between the pre-and post-test. Table 
III illustrates a comparison of tho post-test mean scores between the 
fall experimental group who received direct health instruction and 
the control group who were exposed to health information through 
indirect instruction. 
TABLE III 
COMPAHISON OF POST-TEST r.rnANS BETWEEN THE FALL 
EXPEHn.rnrJT AL AND CONTRL GROUPS FOLLOWING 
DIRECT-INDIRECT INSTRUCTION 
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N Mean s.o. Range o. F. t-Value Probability 
Exverim2ncal 
Group 194 23.23 5.45 29 (8-37) 
404.0 6. 2371 0.0001 
Con cr-o 1 
Group 212 · 19 .82 5.54 I 31 (4-35) I 
There was a significant difference between the means of the 
post-test scores of the fall experimental and the control groups at 
the .01 level of confidence. Therefore, the researcher rejects the 
null hypothesis that there is no significant difference between the 
health knowledge gained by ninth grade students who were exposed to 
direct health instruction and the health knowledge acquired by ninth 
grade students who were exposed to health information through indi-
rect instruction. 
In summary, after a semester of direct health instruction, the 
fall experimental group had a post-test mean score which was signif-
icantly higher than the post-test mean score of the control group. 
Health Information Gained· or Lost 
Between Pre- and Post-Test 
Tho average amount of health information gained by each group 
during the fall semester was compared by the use of the two group 
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t-test. Each student in the fall experimental group gained an aver-
age of 3. 56 points between the pre-test and the post-test, following 
a semester of direct health instruction. The range in the fall 
experimental group scores was from a -11. 00 (loss of information) to 
a +17.00 (gain of information). In other words, at least one stu-
dent lost 11 points between the pre-and post-test and at least one 
student gained as many as 17 points between the pre-and post-test. 
Figure I shows the range of health information gained or lost 
between pre-and post-test for the fall experimental groups. Ver-
tical numbers represent frequencies at which that particular point 
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Figure 1. Range of Health Information Gained or Lost 
Between Pre- and Post-Test for the Fall 
Experimental Group 
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Students in the control group had an average loss of -0.43 
between the pre-and post-test following a semester of indirect 
health instruction. There was a range from -17 .00 Closs of informa-
tion) to a +11.00 (gain of information) between the pre-and post-
test. Figure II illustrates the range of information gained or lost 
between the pre-and post-test. Vertical numbers represent frequency 
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Figure 2. Hange of Health Information Gained or 
Lost Between Pre-and Post-Test for 
the Control Group 
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Comparing the "gain" in knowledge of the fall experimental 
group to that of the control group, the two group t-test yielded a 
t-value of 8.86 which is significant at the .01 level of confidence. 
The fall experimental group after 16 weeks of direct health instruc-
tion had a significant increase in knowledge as compared to the con-
trol group who were exposed to health information via indirect 
instruction. 
Another statistical procedure was used to compared direct and 
indirect health instruction. A paired t-test was employed to measure 
if there were any significant differences within the means of the 
groups that had received health instruction by the direct or indirect 
methods. 
Comparison of Mean Scores Within Groups 
The fall experimental group, which received direct health 
instruction during the fall semester, showed a significant differ-
ence between the mean scores of pre-and post-test. Use of the 
paired t-test gave a t value of 11.02 which is significant at the 
• 01 level of confidence. This statistic revealed that these students 
gained significantly in health information between the pre-and post-
test within the group following a semester of direct health instruc-
tion. Table IV shows the difference within the pre-test mean score 
and the post-test mean score of the fall experimental group. 
TABLE IV 
PRE- Arm POST-TEST r.rnArJ SCORE cor.IPARISON WITHIN 
THE FALL EXPERIUENTAL GROUP 
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Mean S.D. Range t-value Prob ab i 1 i ty 
- --
Pre- test 19.67 4.b7 24 (9-JJ) 
11 • 02 • 01 
Post-test 23.23 5.45 29 (8- 37) 
~---
The control group did ~ot display any significant difference 
within the pre-test and post-test mean scores of the group following 
a semester of indirect health instruction. The paired t-test gave a 
t-value of -1. 36 which is not significant at the .01 level of confi-
dence. Hence, there was no significant change in health knowledge. 
Table V illustrates the pre-and post-test mean scores of the control 
group following indirect health instruction during the fall semester. 
TABLE V 
PRE- AND POST-TEST r.1EA1J SCORE cor.1PAH.ISON 
\'HTHIN THE CONTH.OL GROUP (FALL) 
-------------~-- ------ ----·-- -------~---- ------------ ----
N Mean S. D. Range t-va luc Prob ab i 1 i ty 
Pre-test ZO.Z'.J 4.6Z z1, (9-J:J) 
-1 • jb u. 17 
Post-test 1y.85 5. 54 
----·-------~------ ---·---- ---------- ------------- ------·----------
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However, this same group attended the required health classes 
taught by the same teachers that the fall experimental group had 
attended during the first semester. Instead of being exposed to 
health information by indirect instruction as they had in the fall, 
this group received health information through direct instruction. 
After being administered a second post-test at the end of the spring 
semester, this spring experimental group, who had been the fall con-
trol group, showed a significant difference in the mean score between 
the first pre-test and the second post-test at the .01 level of 
confidence. Table VI displays the difference within the pre-test 
and second post-test mean scores for the spring experimental group. 
TABLE VI 
PRE-TEST AND SECOND POST-TEST COr.IPAlUSON VJITHIN 
THE SPHING EXPERU.1ENTAL GROUP - (ORIGIIJAL 
FALL COtJTHOL GROUP) FOLLOWING DIRECT 
INSTHUCTIOIJ IN THE SPHIUG 
·-
N Mean S.D. Range 
Pre-test 20.25 4.62 24 (9-33) 
212 
Second 
Post-test 23.66 6. 1 5 29 (8-37) 
There was a significant difference at the .01 level of confi-
dence between the original pre-test scores for both experimental 
groups and the post-test mean scores of the fall group. and the 
second post-test of the spring experimental groups immediately fol-
lowing completion of a separate health education course taught by 
direct instruction. 
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Did one group gain more from having direct instruction than the 
other group? By comparing the mean scores of both groups on the 
pre-test (fall experimental group: 19.67. control group: 20.25), 
it was determined that the groups were initially equal in knowledge 
concerning health. The mean gain in points on the health test 
immediately following direct health instruction for both fall and 
spring experimental groups was as follows: 3. 56 for the fall experi-
mental group and 3. 83 for the spring experimental group. Comparison 
of the means within the groups after direct health instruction yieled 
a t-value of 11.02 for the fall experimental group and 10.41 for the 
spring experimental group. Table VII makes a visual comparison of 
the fall and spring experimental groups. The fall control group 
(spring experimental group) statistics reveals pre-and post-test 
means concerning indirect health instruction. It appears from these 
statistics that the groups responded approximately the same to direct 
health instruction. Both groups showed a significant gain in know-
ledge after being exposed to health information via direct health 
instruction. 
TABLE VII 
COMPAlUSON OF LIKENESSES BETWEEN FALL AND 
SPRING EXPERU.1ENT Al GROUPS AFTER BOTH 







IrJSTRUCTION. FALL corJTROL 
GROUP PHE-AND POST-i.1EA!J 
SCORES ARE HJCLUDED 
-------
Mean Mean point 6 g(l.ined 
N Pre- Post- al t"r direct 
instruction 
1'14 1':!.6 7 LJ. LJ 3.56 
Zl2 ZU.Z5 Z3. 66 3.83 
Indirect Ins~.i:,_uction 
21Z 20.25 19.85 -U.43 
Discussion of the Results 






It ·was found, after analysis of the pre-test data, that there 
was no significant difference between the experimental and control 
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groups' health knowledge. These 406 ninth grade students appeared 
to have approximately an equal amount of health knowledge. It is 
probable that the majority of these s.tudents, throughout their 
public school education to this point, had been exposed to health 
information in the same manner of teaching: incidental instruction. 
This assumption is based on Fawole1sl research in which he found 
that the large percentage of the public schools students in Oklahoma -
were taught health by indirect instruction. 
Between the pre-and tho post-test, these 406 ninth grade stu-
dents were presented health information via two methods of instruc-
tion: direct or indirect. After analyzing data from the post-test 
scores, it was determined that the fall experimental group, which 
received direct instruction, had a significantly higher mean score 
than did the group receiving indirect instruction. The control 
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group, in fact, had a small loss of information between the pre-and 
post-testing period. It may be speculated that these students had a 
lack of motivation for retaking a test for which there had been no 
actual class. Or perhaps they simply saw no need to perform well on 
the test, even though they were encouraged to do so. For whatever 
the reason, the results of the post-test scores of the control group 
produced a slight loss from the score made on the pre-test. 
Gmur2 and Hitham3 in each of their studies determined 
that direct health instruction resulted in significantly higher 
post-test scores in their research population. It was discussed in 
the literature that various methods of instruction each have merit, 
yet in numerous studies, the method of direct instruction seems to 
produce the greatest amount of cognitive gain. 
The researcher not only evaluated differences between the fall 
experimental and control group, but also, within the groups 
themselves. The fall and spring experimental groups which had been 
taught health through direct instruction showed a significant gain 
in health knowledge between the pre-and post-test. The post-test 
scores of the control group produced no significant difference in 
knowledge gained after 16 weeks of indirect health instruction. It 
would appear that attendance in classes such as science, home econo-
mics and/or physical education did not provide enough health infor-
mation to allow for a significant gain in scores on the post-test. 
However, this same group of students, having received indirect 
instruction in the fall, was required to attend the health classes 
in the spring where they received direct health instruction. They 
were given a second post-test and after data analysis, this group 
did show a significant difference between their pre-test score and 
their second post-test score. 
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The use of direct instruction as a method of delivering health 
knowledge to these students produced a significant difference in the 
test score means between two different population groups and within 
the same population group. The statistical outcome of this study 
suggests that since health is an integral part of the public school 
curriculum, it should be delivered to the public school students by 
the direct instruction method as a separate subject for a minimum of 
one semester. 
ENDNOTES 
lJoseph O. Fawole, "A Survey of the Status of Health Instruc-
tion in Oklahoma Junior and Senior High Schools" (unpub. doctoral 
dissertation, University of Oklahoma, 1979). 
2 Benjamin C. Gmur, "A Comparative Study of Health Education 
Outcomes Derived from Three Curriculum Patterns in Secondary 
Schools" (unpub. doctoral dissertation, U.C.L.A., 1959}. 
3James H. Witham, "An Appraisal of Health Instruction in 
Selected Secondary Schools of Minnesota Under Three Plans of Sched-
uling" (unpub. doctoral dissertation, University of Indiana, 1960). 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The purpose of this research was to determine whether direct or 
indirect instruction in health education more effectively enables 
students to acquire health knowledge. 
Subjects for this study were ninth grade students at Edmond Mid-
High in Edmond, Oklahoma. The fall experimental group was composed of 
194 students attending health classes taught through direct instruc-
tion and the control group was Oklahoma history students (N=212) who 
received indirect health instruction through class attendance in 
related subject areas. 
The revised Hamrick-Anspaugh Comprehensive Health Knowledge Test 
was administered to these 406 students in the fall semester prior to 
direct or indirect instruction. The same test was given at the end of 
the semester following instruction. The original control group was 
required to attend the health education classes during the spring 
semester; this group became a second experimental group following 
direct instruction in health. They were administered a second post-
test at the end of the spring semester. 
It was hypothesized that there would be no significant difference 
at the • 01 level of confidence between the health knowledge gained by 
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ninth grade students who were exposed to direct health instruction and 
the health knowledge acquired by ninth grade students who did not have 
direct health instruction. 
The statistical procedures used in this study were the paired 
t-test to measure differences within the mean scores of the groups and 
the two group t-test was used to compare differences between the means 
of the two groups. 
Conclusions 
Based on the limitations of this study the following conclusions 
were drawn concerning direct and indirect health instruction: 
1. The pre-test mean scores of the experimental and control 
group were not significantly different prior to health 
instruction (fall experimental group - 19. 67; control 
group - 20. 25). The ninth grade students in both groups 
appeared to have approximately equal cognitive understand-
ing of health information. The level of health knowledge 
of ninth graders at this school in Oklahoma cannot be com-
pared to otQ.er national norms since the testing instrument 
has not been utilized in a national study. However, a 
study comparing the health knowledge of Oklahoma students 
to national norms was conducted in 1970, as reported in 
the review of literature. It was found at that time that 
Oklahoma students were far below national health level 
norms. It is the opinion of this researcher that this was 
due, in part, to the method of health instruction, (i.e. , 
· indirect), that was being employed in the majority of 
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Oklahoma public schools. Since the indirect method of 
instruction is still being used in the majority of Okla-
homa Public Schools, it is assumed that Oklahoma students 
are below national health knowledge norms in 1982. 
2. Following a semester of direct instruction compared to 
indirect health instruction, post-test evaluation revealed 
that there was a significant difference between the mean 
scores of the two groups. The group exposed to health 
information via direct instruction had a significantly higher 
post-test score than students exposed to health through 
indirect instruction (fall experimental group - 23. 23; 
control group 19. 82). This was also the findings of the 
second experimental group following post-test evaluation 
at the conclusions of the spring semester (spring 
experimental group - 2 3. 6 6). It is concluded that the 
method of health instruction does produce a significant 
difference in the information acquired. It can be 
reasonably assumed that the direct method of instruction 
in health education is significantly better than the 
method of indirect instruction. 
3. Edmond ninth grade students responded similarly in their 
acquisition of health knowledge through direct 
instruction. As the fall control group became a second 
experimental group during the spring semester, these 
students demonstrated a significant increase in health 
knowledge following direct instruction (pre-test - 20.25, 
second post-test - 23.66). It was shown through testing 
procedures that the experimental and control groups were 
similar before direct or indirect instruction (fall 
experimental group - 19.67; control group - 20.25) and 
that the fall experimental group had a significantly 
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higher mean score than the control group following direct 
instruction (fall experimental group: 23.23; control group 
19. 82) and that the spring experimental group had a 
significantly higher post-test mean score after direct 
health instruction (pre-test 20.25; post-test 23.66). 
Both groups, following direct instruction, displayed a 
significant increase in health knowledge between pre-and 
post-test. It may reasonably assumed that other Oklahoma 
Public School students would demonstrate an increased 
acquisition of health knowledge through exposure to direct 
instruction in health education. 
4. Revision of the Hamrick-Anspaugh Comprehensive Health 
Test should be performed if this test were used for a 
second study at this grade level. Health experts, in 
evaluating this instrument, expressed their concern 
regarding the difficulty of the vocabulary and suggested 
revisions in content for better representation of 
health topics. 
The evidence presented in this study leads the researcher to 
conclude that the most effective learning in health education can be 




On the basis of the results and conclusions of this study, the 
following recommendations are presented for consideration. 
A study should be conducted to compare Oklahoma health students 
with national norms in order to determine the level at which Oklahoma 
students presently compare. The results of this study could aid the 
State Department of Education in developing aims and objectives for 
the health education program in this state. 
Health education should be offered as a separate course taught by 
direct instruction in all Oklahoma Public Schools. It has been 
documented by this study, as well as other studies, that this method 
of exposing students to health information is far superior to the 
indirect method of teaching health knowledge in related subjects. 
School administrators should be made aware that direct teaching 
in a separate course is the better method of instruction in health 
education. Administrators should use the results of this study to 
influence state education officials, in particular the Office of 
Comprehensive Health Education, to implement health education classes 
with direct instruction by qualified. health educators in the Oklahoma 
Public Schools. 
In finding significant differences in tho health knowledge gained 
by students receiving direct or indirect instruction, it is further 
recommended that research in this field be concerned with the 
following areas: 
1. a similar study at a different Oklahoma Public School 
and grade level to reinforce the findings of this study; 
2. a new testing instrument should be located or constructed 
for use at this grade level; 
3. research to determine in which content areas the 
strengths and weaknesses lie for public school health 
students; 
4. evaluation to determine the qualifications of health 
educators in the Oklahoma Public Schools and the effect 
these qualifications have on students' acquisition of 
health knowledge; 
5. a study to evaluate the implications of health knowledge 
on public school students' health attitudes and health 
behaviors; 
6. a survey to determine the type and extent of health 
information being taught in related subject areas and 
its effect on students' health attitudes and behaviors; 
7. research to determine the level of health knowledge of 
incoming freshmen and outgoing college seniors; 
8. - a longitudinal study involving elementary students in 
regard to acquisition of health knowledge and it's 
long term effects on health behaviors through the 
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STATEMENTS OF SUPPORT FOR SCHOOL HEALTH 
EDUCATION FROM NATIONAL OHGArJIZATIONS 
G9 
Oklahorrna State University I SlllLWATtR, OKLAllOMA 7~11711 COL\llN PflYSICAL EDUCMION UNHR (405) 624-5493 Srhool of ~leahh, Physical Education ,md Lei>ure Service> 
December 3, 1981 
Gentlemen: 
A dissertation concerning school_health education is being written at 
this time at Oklahoma State University. It is important that a statement 
from your organization concerning the _endorsement of school health edu-
cation and your support for this subject be included in this research 
project. 
May I ask that you assist -us by sending your organization's statement 
supporting school health education. 




GROUPS ENDORSE SCHOOL HEAL TH EDUCATION 
Many national organi1ations. 1r1clurJin~ a cross-sec11or'I of 
publl;; health. parernal, rel1(JiOus. ii(1d civic groups, have 
madu still•Htlenls suµporiing heall11 cduca111m in sc11001s. 
The Statements rnng" from off1ciol organi,aunn posi11on 
papers or policy dwclarations. 10 ~upponive stat0Hr1tmis 
included with111 µrogram duscri1wom drill \JODI speed 1· 
cations, to promotional phrases 1n ag~ncy brocllurns. 
Durinn the pa~t several months, SHEP staff rnernbers 
have lic~n 11fontoly1nq ancJ col lee ling statements 11101 
could ass1sr planntrs ot sclloul l1eal th education prO\)rams 
1n w11t1ng !Jfi1111s. 1n engaging community support and 111 
dcvelop1r1ri curriculurn conient. A sample s1atenwnt 
ent1tl!Jd "1970 Pr;.~1uon Statement by the U1u Six" 
reads. 
Ws urge that tederal l~gisla11on give support to a 
comprehensive tK· 12) health education program 
that will combine needed attention to sucl1 health 
problems as alcohol and drug abuse, smo•.1ng ancJ 
health, physical fitness, mental health, lamilv life 
and human development, human ecology. the need 
for continuous health supervision. venereal d1seJsa, 
nutrition, accicJunt prevention, and consumer 
11ducatior1. Wu uruu prov1s1on for 111oorvica and 
preservice teacMI f!iducation, cipciat<>CI 1~11ching 
materials, ancJ other foctors 111 strengthening a 
comprehensivu ho&ltt1 in>truci1on proorarn. We 
further urge tho Congress, the Secrr:tary of Htlalth, 
Education, and Welfare. and rhe U.S. Comrn1s--
s1oner of Education to establish a l11giler federal 
priority tor tt11s program. 
INat1onal Congress of Parents and Teachers. 
American Associ<111nn of School /',dministrators, 
Council of Chief State School Officers, National 
Association of Srn10 Boards ot Edurn11on, Nat1or1al 
Education Aa11or .. 11111on, ind Notional School 
Eloarda A11oc11111nn) 
A list of organizations with statements supporting school 
health education is pt1nted below. To obtain a copy of 
the statement, contact the organization; copies are nm 
available from the SHEP office. However, the staff 
welcomes any information about 01her organizations 
that may be added to this list. 
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December 15, 1981 
700 North Rush Street 
Chicago Illinois 60611-2571 
312 787 0977 
Larry M. Bridges, Ph.D., Chairman 
Health Department 
School of Health, Physical Education and Leisure Services 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, OK 74078 
Dear Dr. Bridges: 
Per your request of December 3 for the National PTA statement supporting 
health education, I am enclosing a copy of the 1973 convention 
resolution on that issue. 
Thank you for contacting the National PTA. If we can be of further service, 












NATIONAL CONGRESS OF PARENTS ANO HACHERS 
700 North Ru1h S!rtct, Chicago. Illinois 60b 11 
R. E S 0 L U T I 0 N 
Adopted by the 1973 Convention of the National PTA 
COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM 
The Natfonal PTA is vitally interested in the teaching of health 
in the public schools, and 
The school health curriculum has been fragmented into separate 
programs 1n such areas as drug abuse, venereal disease, environ-
mental health, and fa!llily life education, and 
Many local school digtricts h<1ve combined heallh education and 
physical education programs, and 
There is a need for a comprehensive program o'f health instruc-
tion in our schools which will meet the total needs of all cbil-
d~en and youth, therefore be it 
Resolved, That the National PTA lend its full and active support to the 
development of an identifiable comprehensive sclwol heal th 
education program to include dental he.11th, dls13ase controL, 
environmental health, family life, mental health, nutritl.on, 
safety, and substance abuse, and that the Nalional PTA re.1fr:irm 
the 1970 position st;itement of the National PTA llo:lrd of Managers 
relating to Federal and State Support to Comprehensive School 
Health Education Programs* while giving wide puhllcity to the 
similar position 9t11tement adopted by the Big Six** (National Con-
gress of Parents and Teachers, American AssocJutlon of School 
Administrators, Council of Chief ·State School Officers, National 
Association of State Boards of Educatl.on, National Educath1n 
Association, and National School lloards Associati.on); and be it 
further 
Resolved, That the National PTA urge its state branche,; lo cooperate wlth 
their state departments of education and health, and with local 
school districts, to develop such a program. 
*FEDERAL AND STATE SUPPORT TO COMPREHENSIVE 
SCHOOL HEAL TH EDUCATION PROGRAMS 
Adopted by the Na tionn l PTA lloard of Managers, .J.inuary 29, 19 7 0 
73 
The National Con,;reA'4 of l'an>nts and Teach<'r!~ ha,; consistently support"d t.li" 
incluslon of var.tous health toplcs in the school curriculum. ltesolutiow; a11J 
programs at both national etnrl 3t;1te levels have indicated l'TA conc1'rn for alcohol 
and drug abuse education, smokinK and health, physical lltness, niel\tal health, 
family life and Hex educatJ.on, the need for continuous l1c:Jllh supervi.»ion, con-
sumer health, venereal dlGea,;e education, nutrition, and accident prevention. 
Other health issues have received attention periodlcally through the years. 
Support for a comprehensive school health education program with a specified 
time allotment, qualifJed teachers, and an adequate budget has been growing in 
acceptance among educators as they have endeavored to include in instructional 
programs the many facets of health. From time to time, national, state, and 
community agencies and organizations have encouraged attention to particular 
health problems. In recent years, additional health problems, such as air and 
water pollution and other environmental health concerns, have been presented 
to school administrators for inclusion in the curriculum. The net result has 
been a proliferation of specialized health intereets that individuallv and ex-
clusively could not be included in the curriculum without the exclusi~n of 
many other important health topics. 
Limitations of time and the already overcrowded school curriculum do not per-
mit separate courses for each of the health topics. Therefore a unified, 
planned program of health instructioR with scope, sequence, progression, and 
continuity becomes necessary for a coordinated total approach to the health 
of man. In some states, such programs have been developed within the frame-
wo.·k of "critical health problems." Provision has also been made for 
inservice and preservice education for teachers, updated teaching materials, 
and other factors in strengthening the school health instruction program. 
State laws and state board of education regulations (either permissive or 
mandatory) influence the nature. of educational progranw offered in schools. 
Some states have recently revised outmoded laws and regulations· to meet cur-
rent needs, including the provision of definite time in the curriculum and 
qualified leadership. Funding from governmental agencies at federal, state, 
and local levels also has great bearing on the quality of educational ot fer-
ings. Often such funding has not included the subject-matter area of heal th as 
a part of the instructional program, 
The National ConBresa of Parents and Teachers supports the concept of comµrc-
heneive Rchool health education programs and pelieves theae pr1igr:ina; Blw11 Id he 
given higher priori.ty at national, state, and local levels. 1t urges ,•ducatuni 
to develop such programs and governmental agencies at all levels to provide 
the necessary funds. Further, it urges members of Congress, the Secretary of 
Health, Education, and Welfare, the U.S. Conmlissioner of Education, state de-
partments of education, and local school districts to establish higher prior-
ities for these programs on a level comparable to other curricular subjecLs. 
**POSITION STATEMENT BY THE BIG SIX 
(National Congress of Parents and Teachers, American Association of School 
Administrators, Council of Chlef State School Officets, National Association 
of State Boards of Education, National Education Assoc iatlon, and NaUunal 
School Boards AsAociation) 
we urge that federal legislation give support to a comprehensive (K-12) health 
education program thst will combine needed attention to such heal th pr"bll•rni-; 
IUI alcohol and drug abuse, smoking and health, physical fitncirn, m<'nlal l1ealLh 
problems as alcohol and drug abuse, smoking and health, physical !Jtnemi, llll'n-
tal health, family life and human development, human ecology, the 'need fur con-
tinuous health supervision, venereal disease, nutrition, accJJcnt pre~entlo11, 
and consumer education. \.le urge prov1.si.on for inservice and preservic(' teacher 
education, updated teaching materials, .and other factors ln strengtlicnlng a com-
prehensive health instruction program. We further urge the Congress, the 
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, and the U.S. Commissioner of Educa-
tion to establish a higher federal priority for this program. 
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AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION 
21t EAST CH(CAGO AVENUE. CHICAGO ILLINCIS 50611 • Af:;IEA CODE 312 440·2500 
Larry M. Bridges, Ph. D. 
Chairman, Department of Health 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74078 
Dear Doctor Bridges: 
440-2596 
December 14, 1981 
As you requested, I have enclosed a copy of the American Dental 
Association's endorsement of school health education. 
We are more than happy to provide necessary information for the 
dissertation you mentioned. If you are in need of additional 




Denise S. LeBloch 
School Program Specialist 
Bureau of Health Education 
and Audiovisual Services 
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DENTAL HEALTH EDUCATION 
The community program should make specific provision for the education of 
the public in matters relating to dental health hazards and diseases and 
to desirable and undesirable health habits and practices. Instructions in 
dental henlth for school children should be an integral part of the school 
curriculum. Dental health facts and proven methods for imparting them to 
children should be available to all school teachers. Speakers should be 
furnished for meetings of special groups which can be interested in dental 
health. Factual, simple and attractive dental health pamphlets should be 
provided and the press, radio, posters, motion pictures, television, news-
papers and magazines should be employed in a continuing program of educa-
tion for the general public. Whenever possible, dental health education 
activities should be directed or supervised by a person qualified in the 
field of heal th education. (From A Dental Heal th Program for the Commu-
nity, State and Nation, Trans.1949:264; see Appendix I) 
Dental health education should be carried on through appropriate state 
and community agencies to provide authentic information on health prac-
tices, to motivate people to assume personal responsibility for health 
and to inform them of the facilities available for dental health care. 
(From A Dental Health Program for the Community, State and Nation, Trans. 
1949:264; see Appendix I) 
Resolved, that the American Dental Association approve and support a 
strong program of health education as a basic part of the school and 
college curriculum and that constituent and component dental societies 
be en~ouraged to work with the appropriate health and education officials 
and agencies in their communities to achieve this end. (Trans.1960:234) 
Resolved, that constituent and component dental societies be encouraged 
to support the dental health education efforts of the American Dental 
Association by actively promoting the use of Association dental health 
education materials and professional aids. (Trans.1963:288) 
Employment of Trained Health Educators 
and Public Relations Counsel 
Experience has shown that when the services of professional educators and 
public relations counsel are utilized by dental societies, there is a 
marked improvement in their dental health education programs and their 
effectiveness in relations with the communications media. The American 
Dental Association recommends, therefore, that dental societies give 
(Over) 
-2-
consideration to the employment of such personnel to assist in the 
specialized problem of communicating the dental profession's 
reconmiendations for improving the health of the public and moti-
vating it to action. (Trans.1963:288) 
This program should be designed to encourage the appreciation of dental 
health and the practice of proper oral hygiene. Dental health educa-
tion for parents, children and personnel working with children should 
be an essential component of all programs. (From American Dental 
Association Dental Health Program for Children, Tr~ns.1966:306; see 
Appendix II) 
Resolved, that the American Dental Association explore and implement a 
nationwide public relations effort directed toward dental health educa-
tion with emphasis on prevention so that the public will be better able 
to seek oral care that is in its best interest for immediate and long 
range health and comfort. (Trans.1970:491) · 
Resolved, that constituent and component dental societies work with 
sehOOlboards and other appropriate groups to assure that dental health 
education programs in schools are based on current information on oral 
hygiene and preventive dentistry, and be it further 
Resolved, that component dental societies make available teacher train-







December 15, 1981 
Larry M. Bridges, Ph.D. 
Chairman 
Department of Health 
Oklahoma State University 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION 
OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS 
School of Health, Physical Education 
and Lei sure Services 
Stillwater, OK 74078 
Dear Professor Bridges: 
Enclosed you will find two sheets containing official 1981 Resolutions of 
the American Association of School Administrators. Resolutions 45, 48, 
and 54 speak directly to issues associated with school health education. 
We are pleased to be of assistance to you. 
Sincerely, 
~tiii::1 J?1 Sd 
William G. Spady l f 
Director 
National Center for the Improvement of Learning 
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tary multi-district effons to pro\.·id~ more 
C'ff1ci~n~ and cffccth e educational services. 
35. Nath·e Americans 
;\:\S . .\ recognizes the complexity and diver-
sity of the Native American population 
thrc)'...:g~0ut th~ nation, Jncl in this r('cognition 
rrali1.e:s that ~ativc . .\mericans must be in-
\ Oh-ed in local clcc!-.ion making regarJing 
... choo1s cpcrJ.tir.g \\ ith puh!ic fun.ds .. dren 
Jpp!ic.1blc. 
36. Organized School Volunteer 
Progr:i.ms 
A:\S.\ recognizes the '.1lue of organized 
~rhl,o! •u'.un<L:'er progr.im~ J111._l the <lhi!ity of 
tr.Jir:t:d "choo! \nlunlt'ers to ;i~~ist with 
su!ution.s vf m.ln): of the prnl"'l1.:r:.1s f::icing 
l'dut' .! tor .... toJay. 
37. Ad..-ocac) for the Aging 
;\.-\S.\ rlTogniz.cs the compk\ities of the 
i~~ut'"s of gcror11nlog~ .1nd .urgt~~ .J.11 a<ln1inis-
tr~tors J.nd boJ.rds of cdu<.:ation- to become 
advoc.Ht'S of progr-am:=:. that Je\'clop an .l\\·.irc-
ness of the is.;uc.:. and prohlC'ms related there-
to. A:;S:\ ::.upports the pJ~ticip.:i.tion and in-
voh·l·ment of retired persons in schools and 
\\ill :-upport fl'H'Jrch- conCl'rning the issues 
and profi!ems of aging in our society and the 
impact upon school ,1dminjstrJ.tion. 
EDUC\ TIONAL/ 
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAJ\'\S 
38- h1inimum Competencies and Basic 
Si.....iUs Examinations for Students 
AAS.'\ recognizes 1ha1 programs for es1J.b-
lishinb minimal rornpct~nc:ies J11d hasic skill 
examinations for promotion .rnd/or gradua-
tion ~\ e b(•cn instituted ho th by h.'gidative 
act!on and b'y mJ.rH-!atrs ofloc a·f 5ch1JOJ boards. 
A:\S:\ hclii.::vn thJt ..,uch progr.:tm'i should be 
h.-i..,l'c! upon tht· J.t:kntJ\\ h:dgcmcnt thJ.t mul-
tip:e ic\·e!s of inJi, !dual rllfrnenccs exist 
among all studt'nts. Such probrJm:::. ~hould not 
limi! c:\pt:ctatiuns of student pcrform.incc by 
(':::.tn.bbhing single 5\Jndards uf tlChiC'vcmcnt.. 
hut shuu!d pre,, ide .H->cs:-.mcnt including pro-
fes~io:.m.11 judgments of the students' cumu-
l.a.ti\t· t:.xperirncrs .11ic~ acqui~ition of hasic 
!<.kills con!> is tent" t1 h their identified learning 
Jbilitics. t\:\S..\ lh·lin·c~ tlinc programs 
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should reflect C"onc~m for student needs 
b<.>yond cxpN·ted minimal competencies and 
should consider their goals hcyond high 
school. 
39. Curriculum 
:-\ASA lwlit'H"s that curriculum clrcisions 
arc hest m.Hle at the level of go\'crnancc 
closest to the deliYcn· of "icn·ices. 
. .\:\SA, rCL ugnizing~thc t..-ontinul.'d net'd for a 
high In el vf ~111.1inm{·nt in :c-kills and knowl-
l'dge. cnlourJ.g\'S A~.,ociJ!ion mcmhers to 
tontinuc to pbc.c priority on: 
• Rca<ling, with ..,pedal cmphJ.sis on th~ 
need:::. of ihe individual. 
• Other bJ.sic .. kills and knowledge 
nl'LTSSJr\ for crfC"ctive !iOCictal function· 
ing ind~ding "\\ rittcn and \ erhal com-
mUnic.ali<im, m.11hcmatics. the arts of 
~-iilzt:'n'>hip. 
• Critical tl1!nking. 
• R(·Logni1ing tht.: need for multi-cultural 
education, 
• Competency hac;1...·d programs ''here 
indi, idu.:il student ncc<l~ can be assessed 
and programs implcmcn1ed to m~et 
tlrn<..c individual needs. 
• Application of economic and environ· 
mental knowledge. 
The effective arc:a of -;tudent de\·clop-
ment which encourages appreciation . -
and understanding of the pluralistic 
culture. p.uticularly an underst,rnding o_f 
those indigenous to the local_ region. 
• Career _eduration at all levels with 
adequate funding for the expansion and 
impro\'ement of programs aimed at pre-
pJring ;·oung people for the \\orld of. 
\\ork .. A:\SA fel'ls that the community, 
lahor, m.inagement, and ol her intercstrd 
groups must be involveJ in huilding 
hroaJ.b.1'\t'd support for these acti\ilit'S. 
A,J\SA em·ourages l'ducatiurul !t'J.ders to 
study t!w .1pplicatiuns of technology . . -\:\SA 
enn,urag<'s its members to exert leadership in 
the dcvrlopmcnt and implementation of new 
inqructional managL·m('"nl lt:chnologies with 
the \iew tow.ud tht.·ir cffecthe Jnd practical 
US(' in nlucation. 
40. Inm.1tcs of Correctional 
In"titutions 
A1\S . .\ cndors1..~s, supports, and l'ncouragl"'s 
C''.\panded <."ducational opportunity'' ithin cor-
rt~ctional institution~ and urges 1hJt hoth thr 
stat(' and fednal go\ l'rnnwnt" pnwidc the . 
nee. nsary funding to rrn.'t'l tlw l'dUt"Jtional 'f 
ncl'd::. ofth1...· inm.it. .. • popu!Jtion. 
41. High School Ath!t"tic Competition 
:\AS.-\ oppo-.cs tht' coticcpt of naiional 
~punt. (·ompctllion .Jninng hi~h "t hool tc~ms 
ancl the c!lu:-h nf any 'Hg.1ni.1.1tion, agnK) or 
indi\ idual to 1·~1ahli-;h "m·h r-onipcti1ion. :\d-
mini'itrJ!tH .. J nd .. c!wol hoMd.., l hroughout ;,he 
na1ion are encouraged tu n_•..,jq in\ itations to 
all high :-.1 hnuls \\ ithin their juri,dinion to 
pa nit ip.ltt' in !-uch n.iti1Jn,,I < unqH'ti1ion or in 
play-olT n l'IHs dntincd to kJd to ... uL-h 
n.llional coinpnition. 
42. EYaluatioli of Educational 
Programs 
.-\.-\SA bclin l's tbJt thl; t'\ .1!u.1tion of .11! 
educational progrJ.m:::. is J. \ital rc"ponsibility 
of cducJ.tion~ll admini .... tration. Such c\·.1lua-
tion mu5t: 
Be ")'"tcmatically dune. 
Invoh e those ilffc.ned in the de~ign or 
the ~Y'"1cm. 
Inclu.dc t.'Yaluation crit<'ria that arc 
thoroughly understood by those in-
,._oh·cd prior to cvJ.luation. 
Pro\ idC' for the cvalu.ition results to be 
usc<l for the improvement of the edu-
cational progr.:lm .. 
43. International Education 
A.A.SA urgt'S the cstah!i!-.hmcnt of cdu-
c:ation;il programs which; 
• Rctlcct an intcrnJtional point of view 
and engender re::.pcet for and apprecia-
tion of the divnsity of the world's cul-
tures .rn<l its people_ 
• Promote kno"\\ k<lgc conn: ming various 
pC'oplcs Jnd problems ihat r{"Litc to the 
world community. 
• Providt• opportunitit.''i to .1cquirc com-
pc!encc in foreign languagc'.'.i_ 
A.'\S.-\ support\ efforts to help ckvcloping 
<·ountri('s r~tJhli:-.h m'..'Jningful education.al 
~yst<·ms. 
AAS:\ urges hettcr communit.'alion:, among 
the communities of the world. 
44. Bilingual Instruction 
AAS . .\ rL"cognizcs hi!ingual instruction as a 
U'iJ.'ful edut. .. 1tionJI ~trategy fontud(•nts \\hose 
home !Jngu.:ige is other than Eng!i~h. Rilingua.I 
instruction should he tran<.itic1nal in nature. 
45. Drug Education 
AAS:\ urgt"'s 1..'\"l'ry sdwol di ... trin to pru\'ide 
~tudcnt~ with prugr.\ms of drug education 
\\hit h inc.-ludl~ al< uhol .J nd \c,h.1<'CO. 
46. Early Childhood Education 
:\ . .\SA :uppor!s pre\chool education and 
urg<"'- stat(' organi1atiuns to \\ark \\'ith state 
lt'gi~Liturt'\ to t'nact laws "hich provide 
.idcquJ\t' funding for educational opponuni· 
tie.., for -pre~d10vl children ,1nd prngr.1m~ for 
pJ.rCnl im Ph cmcnt .ui<l \rJining. 
47. [<-1u~1.lity in Education 
.-\:\S.-\ urg1':-i ,chuul.di~tricb tu continue to 
promote l"qu.·di1y, to c!iminJt•: !-lerotyping in 
educational !llJtcri.:ils, J.nd to corrcn .ill pro-
cl'durn "liich use human ,Jiffrrcnc.-c~ to limit 
opportuniti'e~ for student~. 
48. Education for Parenthood 
AASA cnco'...lrJg1.:s 'C'dU"ca1io11Jl leaders to 
dl..'~ign and implement L'ffecti\'C' programs for 
th<' t•c.luca·1,ion of present an-d fu1ure parents. 
49. Continuing/ Adult Education 
/\ASA lw!il'\'CS th.J.1 lt .. uning ;~ a lifl'long 
experience and ur~cs the- schools of :\ninica 
. to pursue a\ l'llU('S 1hat fo.stercontinuing learn-
ing and retraining wh1..'re needed for all 
citit.l..'ns. 
SO. Community Education 
AASA urges ih memhcrs to <len·lop com-
munity edw.:.:ition programs ')erving a broJd 
<·rn.,-; srction of their consti\u('nt'\. Such pro-
grams ...!wuld he oricnlt'd to the uni4uc nl·rds 
of divcr'>t.' populations within the 1-ChooJ 
community. 
STUDENTS 
51. Student Testing 
AAS.A recognit.l':::. dw nn·d to accou rll fur thc-
<"clucational progrc~s of indi\'idual h•arncrs. 




t~sting procedures, AAS:\ urges its membf:'rs 
to: 
• Point out the strengths and w~akncsses 
of standardized tests ;!:1d \\ ork to prevent 
tl-wir misuse. 
• \\'ork for the de\ ..:·lopml"nt of via-bie. 
icdi\ ich.ia11)'-bascd alt~mative.s ~uch as 
criteri·Jr:-rcferenccd tests. 
• Secure J;id pu~li~h ir.ror:·nat;on related 
:o dk f'Jll t.rnr:.t:rst,F1di~~ of ~nt results. 
• \bb.:- <.:on~:ruc:ti,,c :.:~e ;r >l'st results to 
imi'ro1. c the eJuc.ition.1! progi.J.m, a.void-
'.Pg n~:dcading corripJ.ri~o11s of schools 
ru.-.eu uoon tes~ results. 
• Oppnsc-. any form of r!c.ti0nJ.l lbting 
\\hie. h is cons tru<.·i cd or ad minist~rcd b•· 
the feJcal goYcr;-,rnenL Truth in testing 
cuncerns should he resulvc-d at the local/ 
s:.:i:.c l~\·el. 
Sl. Student Reha-vior,·DisC·ip!inc, 
Sw.1pension, and Expulsion 
AAS:\ enc-ourage.S srhoql admfnistra1ors to 
cont!nue to provide leadership in dc~-cloplng 
school em·irOnmcnts that enable students to 
meet apprnpriate citizenship standards. 
These en' ironments mus.L be su_pJ1orted by 
policies and procedur~s dc,'elopt'd through 
involvement of stJ.ff, stuCe:1ts, parents, and" 
communit,· leaders. 
AAS:\ i; concerned with suspcns.ion and 
e:xpulsion of qudl'nts from the schools of our 
nJ.tion. :\ . .;S:\ urg1.>s ~chool admini.strators to 
give positi' e leaJcrship in devt.·loping .drer-
nal}\.·e practires. S11ch ,1ltt.:"rnati'•Cs must prc.r 
vide opportunities that focus on ·th(' c-du· 
cational nc,·ds ofst.udent'.; i!n<l guarantee due 
process. 
Sludcnt5 ''ho do not t..;orr.ply with policies 
and ;H~Ct•dure:s must be confror.:cd with con· 
sequ..:ni.:es appropriate for vio!.:itions J.nd 
<h:~igncd to irnprnvt: hcha-.·ior. 
5 3. Child Abuse 
!\ASA uq;t·s administrators to set up system-
atic monit1.11ing pruccdur{;s which '"·ill reveal 
1hc 'ictims of child ahu~e. :\dmini.strators 
must be among the .:ictiv1.' protectors of chil-
dren, using the re~ourccs of the di!ilrict, other 
agcndC's, JnJ lhe law 10 s.op child .:ibuse. 
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54. Student Needs '1nd Societ.al 
Concerns 
AASA urges its membership to seek coop-
eration ,,·ith other child advocaC}' groups to 
de Yd op and/or to implement programs of in-
struction and str21teg,ies to assist students tO 
rru>gnir.c, understand. and cope "ith the fol-
lowing societal concerns: 
• lnc:reas1.·d tetn·.lge pregnancies. 
• Vc_ncn:-J.i ciiscJ.~e. 
• \'ioknce in our('\ eryday lire including 
that p1l'~<"nted by the nC'\\S media. 
• Add_ictinn to alcohol, drugs, narcotics 
.rnd tobacco. 
• V.uicJ f.:imily sauctures. 
• P.H<'nt.:.l abst'."ncc from the home. 
• Exces~iYc and indis.criminate television 
\'iC\\·ing. 
• UnheJhhy nutritional intake. 
• Chi!<l abuse. 
• Unemployment. 
• Lifc-tln1e physical fitness." 
• Immunization a.nd communicable dis-
eases. 
• Comprehensive health screenin.g pro-
grams. 
5 5. Education for Students with 
Exceptional Needs 
AASA supports the establishment and 
strengthening o! free and appropriate public 
educational programs for students with ·tx· 
ceptional needs. !\ASA believes health scr-
vicc5 essential for lift.· !"Ilaintcnance should~ 
the responsibility Of agt.~ncies established to 
provide those S'\.'f'\ ices. Sufficient .-idditional 
federal and state financial rcsourc·es must be 
made availah!c to appropriate agencies so that 
educational .and other essential sen·ices are 
not adversely affected. 
PERSONNEL 
56. Retirement Systems 
AASA recugniz~s ·~hat there are a variety of 
retirement programs affecting tho~c in the 
educational profession. The various retire-
ment programs should permit school. per-
sonnel to pursue their profession in any state 
or overseas assignment without restriction or 
penalty. 
AASA urges its mcmher>hip and stat< 
associatiOns of school administrators to 
encourage legislation dt the state and federal 
lc-ve!s that ~stabiishes i. reciprocdl rC'tircmem 
~ystem. 
AASA encourages, wht::n dC"sired, the avail-
ability of .'<Ocial security on a n0ndist.·rirr:!n~­
tOr)' basis to all eiigible p<'nonncl, hut cppS>:.es 
the (•nforred m::-rger of tcJ.chcr r.ctiremcm 
S)'>tcms "ith rhe fL·dc:ral .,ocial .. ecurity pro-
gram. 
AA.SA is urged to continue rnL'arch of 
ex:sting retirement ~yo;:cnu. and to study and 
rep on tht• fea~ibility of d...:\ eloping ,l model 
retirCmcnt '.)ystem for '.1 .... -ho~)l pcr"onncJ ,, hiC"h 
includes 1,.·r?dit for r~~:litJry <.~'r\ i1,:c. 
57. Tax Treatment ofO\'crst:as 
Educators 
:\:\SA ~uppon:- Jn .1mr;"Jdrm.·nt to PL Q). 
61 S \th~.' Foreign Earnt·d !nc <Hnf' t"\~ t of I 973) 
returning cxeT.npt~ons to .-\rnnic.:in educators 
<'mplo)t:d by 1hPSt.1!e DcpHtrnent spor.sorrd 
o•-er'>e-as sch ooh to"'" hi ch rnch cdu.(·ator~ pre-
v·iOusl)· ha' e .been t"ntitlcd. 
58. Colie<tivc Bargaining 
.-\ASA .supports the position thJt thc•direc-
tion of co-11cctivc h;irg.lining ~hould he rc-
t~incd ~t stale and 1.0l·.i! icvcls w}wrc pro' idrd 
for hy stale I.aw. Colkcti\C' bargaining should 
bt>· limited to saLHy. din.:-ctl) rclall"'c;i financial 
conditions uf'°i·ffip!L>ymcnt.anfl grin·ancr pro-
cedures .. .\rhi1ration should be ·Hm\tcd to 
mJ.tters of co:-itract intapu·t;ition .. \1.rnagt-· 
ment personnel should not h(' par\ or 4.flj" 
formal h.ugJ.ining 1..1nit Coll1..·ctivc bJrgaining 
kgi~lJtion andlur contrJcts should i.ndud~ 
ade(juat(' pro\· is ion fur tlic rc~olution or u r1fair 
pr~cticrs ;ind provide for adnp1alc prntfrtion 
of cmplo; er .:ind t•mplo}-ee rlghts. 
59. Work Stoppages 
i\:\SA opposes the !'ilrik(' .1\ a ''l.'JJ'V11:in 
!;takmatcd ncgoti.l!ions. Sa1H:tio1h and other 
types of withdraw.ii of -..av kn h.nc the .· ... 1mt' 
delc-tcrious effect u1lon school operatio~l' .rnJ 
are <''1,uJ!lJ objrctiunable. If a .. dinol di5trict 
,~xpericnccs a '"ork :i.tnpp.\ge. the ~1Jmini ... 
lr.atin· team ha:- .rn uhlig,Jtion lo remJin on the 
joh to protect tht.• studrilh 1' ho rqrnrt to 
~dwol; !a m.1int.1in c-onrnnmic.11ion \\·ithin lht• 
community .among ran,•n!s, ll'.lt.:ht·r~ .rnd the 
public; and to seek, through rC'asonahlc 
methods, the protection of s<·hool prop{'rty. 
AAS/\ recommends that all school districts 
dc-n·lop an administrative plan to he u.,ed in 
the ('1.·cnt of a work :;toppage. 
60. fYaluation of Personnel 
:\r\S:\ h..:!icYn that the c\·alllation of all per· 
c;onncl i~ an l'Swnti.1] part of good Jd'min-
htr..1.tiof"I .lnd rnct)ur:i.gL'S each cducation.il 
:-;,:stem '.o dc..:.~1gn and< illr)" out a ~y!-olC"matic 
('\ J!u;Jt1-on of ,11! pL'r.,onncl. Prior to the C\ alu-
1lion tht..' design of the· C\ J\uat;un procr-.:~ to he 
med must in\·oht• .111 vvho arc ,1ffectcd. 
AASA ur~c~ !~uarrb of '\.'du\,ltifJrl tu .ulupt 
~\·s!l:.'n'" or l."\·,1Juation 0r.1dm~:fr .. trJtnrs and lO 
J~sumL' ~heir rc'-p\lmihi!ity for the ~\'clluation 
of th<' "upninl('nd1..·n_t ul ~cho1ils. :\AS,\ urges 
.,up.:.,rini.:ndenl~ l'J ;p.~ume rc::.pnni;ihility for 
the t.'\'Jh..:.ition of .11! admini~1raton ... :\.\SA 
hdit'\ (•:i. lhJt the confiden~iJlity or ev:.duJtlve 
reports sC10ulJ he gU.:Hant<:ccl. 
61. St.lffing 
AAS:\ helicvcs. tha t.prograrn consirlera tions, 
student nL":Us and stJff (:ompctencc .;;hoµ Id be 
the major .priorities i"n re-tent ion or staff\\ hen 
reductions in persori"nC'l arc required. 
62. lnscnice Education for 
EducationL1l lc~dl·rship 
;\,\S:\ hcli(•\"es 1h;1_t ~chool govcrnam:r and 
;idmin1.-.tr.1tor kJd1..'.rShip skills mu\l ~e main· 
t.:ii1wd zin<l Jdvam:cd in a regular progrJm of 
inscrvicc education i'i11.>rckr to c m.urc J quality 
educJtionJI program. NSB,-\, AASA and :-.ti"lll' 
~d10ol ho.irds and administrators JS'>U(.:):'ltion:-
are in J uniqu<..' position to dc:-.ign .-.Ui.:h in:-.er 
\in• cdu<"·,11i.on prugr11ms tha! ilft' wn~itivc-.rnd 
rnporp;j, l' to the d('veloring l(·Jdi.•r'-hip th'l'tb 
nf !->t"hool h(;Jrcl nw111h(0 r"i and admini~~;"",1tor-.. 
AASA wilh !he "uppon of;-.;SBA 1..'nn1urJg1..·.., 
101.·.il <;ch,JOI board" and .. uperin!l'11dcn1~ lO 
~tJpport and p.Hticip,1ll' in ,1dt'tjt1JtC in-..erYin• 
t•ducatiun progr.1ms ror '.'I( 11001 boJrd fTil'nl· 
hero;; J.nd ... ~ h(>OI adrnini-.tr.uor:-. thJt .UL' 
d1·:-.igncd and olfrrr-d hy NSH.'\, AAS/\, .ind 
H."il<.' ... chnol hnJrd\ ,H)d .1dmini'olr.1l!lr .... i 
J<,'.)ociation~. Su<.h in~~·rvin· ulul·J.tion pro 




NATIONAL SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION 
1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, N.W, Suite GOO. Wasl11ngton, DC 20007 I l202l 337-7666 
Dr. Larry M. Bridges, Chairman 
Department of Health · 
Colvin Physical Education Center 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, OK 74078 
Dear Dr. Bridges: 
December 18, 1981 
Thank you for your December 3 letter seeking a statement from the National 
School Boards Association concerning school health education. 
The most authoritative response is to refer you to the enclosed booklet detailing 
resolutions adopted by our policy-making Delegate Assembly at NSBA's annual convention 
last April. Those resolutions relating to safety and health are checked on Pages 
7, 9, 12, 15, 17 and also in the Beliefs & Policies section on Page 38. 
Since NSBA represents the nation's 16,000 local school boards, it is axiomatic 
that NSBA is vitally interested in maintaining a safe and healthful environment 
in the public schools. An important aspect of this is school health education. 
Since NSBA is dedicated to perpetuating local lay control of public education 
through duly-constituted school boards, the Association believes that specific 
policies and practices in school health education should be determined by local 
school boards in response to the needs and wishes of their constituents and in 
compliance with federal, state and local law. 
I hope that this information serves your needs. 
PAS:l a 
enclosure 
\i:i0frely\ ) ~) .. ---~- ~J 01~1'-tJC 
Philip A. Smith 
Director, Public Information 










SCHOOL HEALTH NURSING 
school nursing is a specialized service contributing to 
the process of education, and 
. nursing provided as part of the school program for 
children is a direct constructive and effective 
contribution to building a healthful and dynamic society, 
and 
the health status of children has a direct influence upon 
their educational achievement, and 
for many children in the United States, the school nurse 
is the only contact the child has with the health care 
system, and 
the professional school nurse, with his/her experience 
and knowledge of growth and behavioral patterns of 
children, is in a unique position in the school setting 
to assist children in· acquiring health knowledge, in 
developing attitudes conducive to healthful living and 
in meeting their needs resulting from disease, accidents, 
congenital defects and/or psycho social maladjustments; 
therefore, be it 
that the ANA actively seek legislation to mandate nursing 
services as an integral part of every school basic 
services, and, be it further 
that school nurses participate in school health education 
programs both irt teaching segments of the curriculum and 
as a resource to teachers and administrators in the 
school system, and be it further 
that ANA and its constituent associations work with 
institutions of high learning to provide opportunities 
for school nurses to supplement and update their 
preparation in health education so that they may actively 
participate in school health education programs. 
House of Delegates 1974 
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each school-aged child and adolescent in the United 
States should have the opportunity to develop his/her 
potential to the fullest, and 
education for personal health and health citizenship 
assists the individual to make his/her maximum 
contribution to the welfare of his/he·r community and 
country, and 
advances in health sciences can only be utilized when 
people are properly informed about them, and 
in many schools, health education programs are 
fragmented and crisis oriented to meet a current need, 
as veneral disease, drug abuse, etc. ; therefore, be it 
that the American Nurses' Association promote and 
support a unified, integrated, sequential approach for 
comprehensive school health education prograo, grade K 
through 12, and, be tt 
that ANA promote and support health education programs 
as a basic segment of college curriculums, and be it 
further 
that AlJA, state and local nurses' associations work 
coorperatively with the NEA and other appropriate 
educational officials and agencies and representatives 
of federal, state and local governments to secure 
legislation and funding for school health education 
programs. 
House of Delegates 1974 
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National Mental Health Association 
1800 North Kent Street • Arlington, Virginia 22209 • (703) 528-6405 
March 24, 1982 
Larry M. Bridges Ph.D. 
Chairman, Department of Health 
Colvin Physical Education Center 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, OK 74048 
Dear Dr. Bridges: 
I apologize for the long delay in responding to your letter of 
December on health education. You should have heard from us at 
a much. earlier date, but unfortunately conditions beyond our 
control made that impossible.· In any event, I don't know that 
we could have been or now will be very helpful. 
This organization has ~aken no formal position of endorsement 
concerning school health education. We do support the concept 
of health education and like to think that a great deal of what 
we do could be so classified. If one believes in education on 
any topic, certainly it would be difficult to conceive of any 
reason why health would not be an appropriate subject on which 
to educate. 
Similarly, since the primary function of a school is to educate, 
it is not unreasonable to think that health education might be 
a part of any school curriculum, having in mind student readiness 
to deal with specific aspects of health education. 
What I've stated above is only my personal opinion. It does not 
represent any ~fficial stand of the Association. However, it 
would seem difficult to find any basis for challenging such ob-
vious statements. 
Your letter does not indicate why at this point in time there is 
a need for the preparation of a dissertation on the topic. I 
can only assume that the issue arises out of some conflict related 
to the respective roles of family and church. It is also not un-
reasonable to assume that the precipitating concern may be sex 
educ at ion under the title of hea 1th educ a ti on. Attached is a 
statement developed in 1970 dealing with this issue. I do not 
offer it as the current position of the Association, since the 
subject has not been subsequently reviewed. Any statement made 
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now might be worded differently. Therefore, the document 
should not be quoted as our current position. The language, 
however, may prove useful as a position held in 1970. It is 
a position which might still be held today, but unfortunately 
I have no way of knowing whether that is true. 
Sincerely yours, 
:ath~ c. ~ (~) 
Richard C. Hunter 
Deputy Executive Director 
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The Nation&.l An11ociation for Mental Health, Inc. 
POSITION STATEMENT ON FAMILY LIFE AND SEX EDUCATION 
Adopted by the Board or Directors on June 19, 1970 
The mental health implications or tll.lllily lire and sex education programs 
a.re self evident. Examination of the current scene a.a it at'fects young 
people, pa.rents and families l'l.S veil aa the comr.runi ty at large, vi th all 
its atte.ndant suffering, leaves little doubt about the need for res:Ponsi-
ble, relevant and effective education programs in family life a.nd sex 
education. Indeed, it is one or the most practical mental health issues 
upon vbich & position can be taken. In supporting such, MAMH Joins an 
impressive list or major educational, religious, medical and bea..lth 
organizations throughout the country vho are endorsing responsible !am.il.7 
1ite and sex education. 
The increuing controversy surrounding the introduction or f!l.lldly lite 
and sex education programs in publlc schools has extended itself to a 
degree vhere it poses & seriou:s three.t to this essentia.l aspect in the 
health education of children and young people. Respomiible prograros 
directed towa.rds improving knowledge_ about this critical phase or human 
development as vell as bettering understnnding betveen young people and 
their peers, young people and adults, are being subjected to strong 
opposition stemming :t'rom a variety or sources. 
The primary source ot family life and sex education should be in the home. 
For a variety or reasons, evidence indice.tes that in l!IADy, if not most 
instances, children do not receive this type of essenti!Ll information 
given in a comfortable, accllrate and relevant ror:m by their parents. 
Presentation or this essential. component or hea..lth education under public 
educational auspice~ requires especie.lly the participation (i.e., 
sanction) of parents not only to endorse such programs, but e.lso to 
share in the lll4tter ot material. to be presented,, vhcn &nd hov such vill 
be carried out &nd vho shall tee.ch the JIU'l.tter. Fam:l.17 lite Md sex 
education programs vithout this essentia..l contribution of Joint partici-
pation by parents and educators are subject to misunde~tanding, suspi-
cion, attack, and early fe.ilure. 
In addition to the parent role and effective pe~ologica.l. techniq_ues 
including special. teacherl!I, family life and sex intonnation programs 
require the support of 11 variety. of helping ~encies and in di vi duals. 
Mental Health organiza.tions vi tb their avareness 1U1 to the import3llce 
or thelle matters ha.Ye an unusual op-portuni ty to support and aid in the 
direction of family lite and sex education progrl!.lll!I in cooperation vith 
other approp:Diate groups. A considerable number of national, state and 
local org!!nizations have developed program materials or actu.'tl programs 
vhich may be useful to local mental health e.!;Socia.tions ill their role 
a.a 11 re5ource group to a community's effort to develop !1Il appropriate 
progrtl.lll. in frunily life and sex education. 
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It is recmmnended by the NA.MR Pro!essiooa..l AdYisory Council that the 
local. professional. advisory committee 01' the mental heal.th a.3Sociation 
- be consulted vhen the Association considers progra=ing in this field. 
References 
Sex In1'o:r'llU'l.tion a.nd Education Council 01' the U.S. 
1855 Broadway-, Nev York, Nev York l.0023 
Guidelines for developing School. Progrn.ms in Sex Education 
lfev Jer'!!.ey Department 01' Educ!!.tion 
225 West State Street, Trentotl, Nev Jersey 08624 
F&mi.17 Lite and Sex Ed:w:ation Course Outlines !or Grades Seven Through 
TveJ.ve 
Anaheim Union High School District 
1765 West Cerritos Street, Anaheim., Ca.li!'orni& 92805 
American Medical. Association 
535 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois 6o6lO 
Family Service Association 01' America 
~ East 23rd Street, Nev York, Nev Yorlt 10010 
family Lit'e Literature and Film.a - an annotated bibliography 
Minnesota Council oc Family Ralations 
1219 University Avenue, S.E., Minneapol.b, Minnesota. 54414 
T'he National Association for ~ental Health 
1800 North Kent Street 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 
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Committee on School Health 
Health Education 
The American Academv of Pediatrics believes 
that it is necessary to reafflnn its support for the 
concept of school health education, from kinder-
garten through grade 12, for all schoolchildren in 
the United StalPs. 
A basic concept of pediatrics is prev"ntion. and 
health education is a basic element in the delivery 
of comprehensive health care. The public ls 
continually bombarded bv the media about the 
high cost of medical care ·and the ovcrutilization 
and incorrect use of medical facilities. The media 
also writes about the problems of increasing 
promiscuity and illegitimacy; the money wasted 
on quackery; practices that are detrimental to the 
health of people in the United States; and the lag 
in the dissemination of new health information 
and facts to the public. The Committee on School 
Health believes that community health education 
programs, of which school health education 
programs from kindergarten through grade 12 are 
an integral part, are one of the most viable 
methods to help alleviate these and similar prob-
lems. Therefore, the Committee on School lfoalth 
makes the following recommendations and ~rges 
action for them at stale and local levels. 
1. Health education is a basic education 
subject, and it should be taught as such. Health 
education is compatible with other traditional 
subjects and can enhance the contribution that 
other basic subjects make to- general life experi-
ence, understanding, and skills. 
2. Planned, integrated programs of compre-
hensive health education should he required for 
students from kindergarten through grade 12. 
lnstrnction should be given hy teachers qualified 
to teach health education. The health curriculum 
should be planned and be appropriate for the age 
and maturity of the children at each grade level. 
A comprehensive health education program 
should include the following subjects: courses that 
yield an understanding of basic biology. physiol-
ogy, and genetics; accident prevention; venereal 
disl•as('; alcoholism; mental health; parc'nl ing: sex 
education; dri1g al111se; '"·' ;ronmcntal aud con-
sumer health: and preventive rncdieine. 
:J. Tlw hl'alth edueation program sloonld lwlp 
leach students to use the fact~ and the concepts 
disemsed for healthful living and for making 
knowledgeable decisions lo solve personal, fami-
ly, and comm1111ity health problems. 
4. Financial support must be assured for health 
education programs because proper funding is 
critical in developing effective programs. Local 
boards of education and state and federal govern-
ment bodies dealing· with education must be 
convinced to continue or increase their portion of 
funding for health ed11cation programs. Funding 
should also bP. sought from corporations, founda-
tions, and private and governmental agencies that 
have specific interests (such as heart, cancer, 
alcoholism. or mental health). The most effective 
way to provide education about these specific 
~i.1bjec;ts is to incorporate them into a well-
planned. comprehensive health education curric-
ulum. 
5. Comprehensive health education programs 
in cleinenlary and secondary schools should be 
directed by qualified health educators function-
ing in consultation and cooperation with school 
personnel, parents, students, physicians, and 
healthagencies in the community. 
6. Health education should he a part of every 
elementary and secondary teacht•rs' training 
program. Professional preparation programs in 
health education should be developed in the 
schools of education. These schools should set 
high standards and have requirements as exacting 
as those requirements for other fiekls of instmc-
tion. All teachers should be required to complete 
courses in health science. 
i. School districts, other public agencies, the 
medical community, and private agencies should 
intensify their health education programs for 
adults as part ofa coordinated community health 
education effort. 
COMMITTEE ON SCHOOL HEALTH 
Donald E. Cook, M.D .. Clwir>1wn; Conrad L. Andringa, 
M.D.; Karl W. lle'5, M.D.: Leonard L. Kishncr, M.D.: 
Samrn•I It Lt:avitl, M.D.; Stanley F. Novak. M.D.; Kenneth 
D. Uo1''".'· M.D.; J. Ware! Stackpole. M.D.; Ca<p•'T Wi"~in•, 
M.D. 
·111i:-i "'itatf·11u•11t .hao.; lu~r·u ri·vkwf'<I aud apprnvf:.'d hy the 
A~adi:my·s Cmnwil on C :l1ilcl Health. 
Pf.Dll\TPICS Vol <;2 ~h. 1. J>rly 197 8 lJ.7 
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AAI ll'Llt l'O~ITION '.iT /\TU.m>JT 
I lc,1ltli f'cl11cation-·-r;,rticul,1rl\' tl1,1I as1wc1 icl.·n-
!ificrl <is licalih ir1:,lructioci---is of 1;re;i1r·r concern 
in contcn1por;iry ~<JCicly than c:vr·r Lefore. Thr~ 
variC't)' of choircs ;ind dcci~ions lo be m.1cle by 
the inc!il'idu<1! and soc.ict\' h<1Ve multiplied in 
number ;;nd inc 1c;i<.ccl in consC>q11cnce. Spor,1c!ic 
cdt1catic1rnl cffons. i,u!atcd "oncc-a-)'CM lec-
tures," in J k~ph;,7.,rd or ":.p11r of the momc11t" 
fashion, uc lxith cl1fficuit t(J «dminic,ier and vir-
tually ineff2cti'.'t'. /\ unified JpprrNc/1 to licalli1 
leacl1ing---tliJt is, a planncc/, >cq11c11tiJ/ curricu-
lum in /1c~IU1 crluu1riun throughoui the $Choo! 
re,1rs-i> necess:;q• to /;cfp aU2in the o/Jjcctive of 
education, the liC'alt/1)', ec!uc,:lcd man. 
Disrn:.sion 
Torl;iy rn;;ny pc,oplc enjoy a hir;fwr level of 
he,·ilth and il g1c<ilcr life span !hiln L\'CI" bdore. 
This hits hcen brour;ht 2boul p:im,1ril1• thruuGh 
the· d1:vt?lorrncnl of new clrur,s, r1~seilrch, bettcr 
public hcz:l:h pro~r<:rns, improvC'd meclic;il c<irc>, 
ilnd hc;:!th educJtion. In spite of tl:rse ~dl'ances 
in medicine i!nd pc'°onal well-being, millions of 
people ;,re not living ?.t their ortirnal level of 
health. Modern palt~rns of living have inlcr·1c,if1cd 
health rroblcrns such as hcilrt diq•;,'..u, obesity, 
cancer, ment.11 illness, ~.lcoholis:n, drllg addiction, 
and venereal .disc;isc. Moreover, some of thrse 
diseasi:s loom larger than bdorc because of our 
;iging popu!Jtion. 
In their enthu:.i;1sn1 to find solutions lo existing 
health prob!c1m ;ind rnost irnrnr·di;itc needs, 
m;iny (lfficial and volunt.iry he;ilth c1;rncies ;encl 
org;rnizJ!iuns hav<' d•cwl0pr.d le<1chi11g rn.1tcrials 
csperiillly for ~.choo! ti<r. Both offici<:I ;ind volun-
tar)' ;igt>nciP5 Me tn lw cornrncndC'd for making 
tlw>l' fc.:ching ;iid' z:v,1il,1bie to schrxils. M.:ny MC' 
well pL1nncd ,wd Ii.we hcrn rno'1 helpful in fil'-
ini:; ;i void. l !owcv(•r, the number nf lwJ!th pwb-
lcms dC'scn-ing spcci.d consid<'r.11ion in the cur-
riCl!hrrn hJs become rn grt•,1t tlL1t thc>e very 
f(',1Ch:nr, ,1ids .ind nutL•ri.:I> oftf'n interfl'rC with 
!})(' dcv('!Op111('/ll of ,1 lOlllprPhC'n<.t\'(' and sequen-
tial hr·;ilth in:;!rnclinn prc1:;r;i111 rrciuir«d lo 111t•et 
tlw 111.111y h<•;dili 11r«•rls ,rnd p1olill'ms of !orby's 
rhildr1·11 ,111d yr111tlJ. 
Schon! .1cl111ini•.1r.11nrs, in the Jhsr·ncC' r1f Wl'il 
pLmrn·d lw.1!1'1 ir1»t111c:inn, ,1nd in their wil!111i;-
rwss 10 C<H'P''r.1k with !col g1ntq>·., h.1vc i:Ko:-
por.<ti-d ti"·sc lll.Jtl'ri,ils in tlwir cu11iculu"1. Tlii'., 
is cspeci,1lly true ""lH•n fHl'~qrrc' builds in~ corn-
munit)' 10 li<1vc ·tliv '.LIHlrii:, "do '.01ncthi11;;" ;1bout 
drugs, <er»:, sinoh1g, ,111d ~lcohul. This r<'.sults in 
the h;1qily •,chcclulcd two-week unit or onr:-kc-
turc typr: nf hc,1lth o(fcring to cc>ver J :.pccifrc 
pro!)!(·111---.:1 proh!e1n 11 ~1l1ol do\vn" 1his yctn and 
for1:otic11-no;t yr.ar in order to concr:il~r.1tc- "tlcn--
lion on ~-on1ethi1r;; r:l:.c' l his kincJ of sclieduling 
lllJ)' le;1d lo ovr>rcmph,,.ic on a hc,;ilth problem (JI 
it may lie rC'spun•;iiJk for the neglect. or omi:''.,ion 
oi a nur1~bcr of otl«:r pertinent he;dth pruhlcrns. 
Hc-;dih iry.lruction, to be Pf\ec!ivc, rnu:.t be on ;i 
continuinE basis and not ~ crash proerarn. 
t:ccomme rid" t ions 
In view of the need for a comrrchcnsivc prn-
i.;ram of he;dth instructiun, it is reco111111endcd 
that: 
1. There be a unified ;iprroJch to hc,1111~ lcc;ci1-
ing, a program of hcillih instruction o';;.1niicd 
and scheduled in such a w.<y that !hc·rc i~ 
scope end sequence through the scliuol yc,11s 
(K-1?). 
2. A pro;;r.~m of curriut!um clcvC'loprnc·nt he un-
dert,1i:en which will involve (;i) the· idcnlificJ-
tion of specific course', with content, karning 
activities, and cv.<lu<ition acli'.'i~it:» ;:nd (b) co-
ordinati0n and inleerJtion with othr·r subject 
mJttcr ilrc;1s. 
3. The hC'alih curriculi::n be dcvoiorC'cl by school 
personnc~l end curricu!urn dirC'ctnrs who wo1!: 
closely with the Icy public, with individuals 
from ti1e volunlJr)' 0ncl offic:i;il hc~alth <11;e11-
cies1 and wi!h consult.111ts from tlw "1<1tC' ;1r1cl 
nation.ii level wh"n ov.1il,1hlc. 
4. Those who teach hc,1lth be s1wcific:,1lly prr:-
p,irecl and h;ive a genuine intcrc)[ in the field 
of he:ilth ccJucilion. 
This q.~t··n1t·nt 1 prcp;Hf'd hv .1 rommill<"C' of lh<~ ~d,onl 
ffc,-11Jh !Jivi~.!/..H1, \Vtl'.• .~pJlitl\'1,•d !_1)' tht' ~;(jl(ll1) fk,dtl1 
Divi::.it1n 1'X('(·:1\iv1.· Cnt!!H.il ·11>d riff1ci.dly ·lflj"i/(l\'f•d 
,11al ('C\dor,.,d b)' tli" /1/\111'1.i( i>P.!ld or I )11\'Llt>IS. 
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In 1960 the Division ol llcalth Education of the American A.•socialio11 for 
Health, Physical Education, and Rccrcatio11 under the dit'isio11a/ vice-p1·csi-
dencu of ll'dward /J. iuh11s appointed a Cmi11111ssio11 tin Phifr•sophy for 
School llcall/~ Ed11crttioi1_ It wa.< the task of ti.is Commissio11 lo 1,rcpare a 
slatenicnt of "health education principlrs that are f1rndamc11la.l to c11rric1t-
lum development" or to develop a ".•tatcmcnt of belief.• for' tl!e whole field 
of health ed1~calio11 to serve as a platform for the field." To this end the Co111-
t11ission addressed itself anrf carl.y in ils dc!i11cralions bream~ convinced ti: at 
it would be impossible lo dc1,clo1i' a "!>h£i<>sophy for hcallh education'' a.< 
aomcthing different frot11 a philosophy of rd11cation itself. 7'/rns the Com-
mission has prepared "A Point of View for School Ilrallh Ed11catio11" which 
it hapr.• 1nill sr.rve IM an appropriate r1uitfo.{or tr:nr.licrs, admi11i.<tratnrs, and 
others intcrcslcrl in the field of hca.ltlt education. 
Philosophy is concerned with 
questions pertaining tQ the nature 
of truth, goodness, and beauty, 
questions tbat sr.ck t.o describe the 
charnctcr.istics of the good life. It 
ls defined in Webster as "a system-
atic bod.y of gcn0ral conceptions or 
principles, ordinarily with implica~ . 
tion for their prnrtiral application." 
Philosophy of erlucation is con-
cerned with questions that rclf!!e to 
the nature of I.he educational process 
and to the scientific study of edu-
catiou. It asks: '\Yhat is education T 
What is imowicdg'<'. and wlrn.t krrowl-
edge is of most worth T How shall 
lmman nature and the world or so-
ciety in which we live be perceived T 
Whnt nrc the ultimate pnrpnsc•s for· 
beingf It. is within this· t•ontext., a 
context of probing arul inquiry into 
question.~ that nffi·et l hr basic clirrc-
tion and characl<'r. of rd ucal inn,. ·that 
the purpose and pnict ic" of he· rd th 
edurntion must be sou~ht. l lcalth 
education docs not stand alone. 
.At the puscnt tiinc· educators. in 
all fields arr rlisrus-.in~ the need for 
a clearly define,) philosophy of or 
for education. ll<'allh <'rlucnt.ors arc 
110 exception. All wi'h to provide 
better direction for I.he total edu-
cationill process and .Programs. But 
to what extent should such a philo-
sophital approach accept, say, the 
concepts of pragmatism, realism, 
idealism T And do specific applica-
tions to school pracl ices flow in a 
kind of one-to-one rrlationship from 
each of these philosophi•:R.T 
A philosophy of education is basic 
to the systematic development of 
objectives and programs in health 
educaf ion. Philosophy should pro-
vide n foundation for values. Th~ 
philosophy accrpted by a teacher or 
school group cunc·erned tl'ith the 
health ct111cation o[ children and 
youth may become a ~uidc and sta-
bilizing force for pro;!rnm de,·elop-
ment. Insofar ns it. dot's, nnrl in this 
senxr, a philosophy of lwnlth c•du~a­
tion emerges. Each teacl1c·r and each 
Sl'hool group has the rewons1hility 
for dr\'eloping a philosophy for cd-
ueatio11. !-fost tcachrcs, however, 
nee<! sr.r1ie help ·in doing this. 
'fhc disC'.ussion whid1 follows is 
intcndr<l to "' imulate and give di-
reetion t.o thinking nbn;1t a .·philoso. 
phy or hralth cdnration. It repre-
sents nn rffort to Rynl hr~izc a series 
of bl'!i,•fs ahont t.he 11:.t 11rc of hraltlr, 
t'<llfral'ion, the cdu~at illnal pror·rss, 
S'!bools, people, and society into a 
coherent and reasonable philosophy 
for health education, the acceptance 
and refinement of which may pro-
vide a basis for program dewlop-
ment. 
A Statemont of Position 
JI ca Ith education as both process 
and program implies t"lwn~es in in-
dividual development, attitudes, ancl 
behavior. Jt seeks no ends other than 
the improvement of individual and 
community health. Because the 
(;mphasis is upon health. both the 
process and the program become per-
sonal in their focus. A philosriphy 
of health education may be said lo 
originate in. nn understanrlinir of 
the nature of health as it relates to 
the personal. 
The term "hcnlth" docs not re-
late to a wholly measurable quality 
or condition. It can best be de-
~crib~cl in terms o( the <lcl!r~c lo 
wJlic>h the composite or .a~gre;.!afe 
powers of the the human or,,anisrn 
ore able to function. The term be-
comes fully mr,anin~ful 011ly when 
we 1irc confronted with its opposite, 
disease or defect. 
This concept of health cmhrnces 
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22 [ :: .. 
Adopl•·<l Iii· tlH' P.1 ·pri·q•111,1ril'e /\"<'rnli/y of 
tlie /\111t•1ic.111 /\',,<>ci.111011 fpr / lr»1irl1, 
/'/1)'1ical l cluc;1li1•11 . • ir1f/ ~1·cr•'.·1rion, 
111<·<'ri111; .1r rlH; 1!-/f/1 1\nni,·c·r<.lr)' Com•pnrion, 
/Jo~fon. /\l.1\\.1d1u"c1r.,, 1\pn/ l.'i, ·19r,•; 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
FOR ALL STUDtNTS 
WhC'rr.1~. The l1C'.1lih rrobkms ,111cl ,-,1lue1 of innc>r 
city youth ,1nu youth in other problem .11c»is h.wc 
ccrt,1in unique ch.nJ..:tcrist1c,s, and 
Wlit·r(',1~, HcJlth ('UUCJlion for stuc!c·nls from such 
arNS prc,cnls a di,ti'1cl type oi ch.illcnsc and focus, 
and 
H'/it•H»l.', Often he,1l1h tl'.1t!1c" h,l\T u1ltur.tl ,-,1luc·s 
aml mores different f101n 1h""' of such studcnls, 
11\crclorc be it · 
Rcsof,•t•cl, lh.l( lc.idwr prPp.ir.1lion in IH»1l1h C'rlu<,1· 
lion for both the de111t'11l.11\' .111cl "'cond.11\' IPvcl 
gi\'C spC'ci.11 ron':iidvr.111011 .ind c1npli.1-.i) to th0 pro-
fcssion,11 prl'p.H.1!it>11 needed for t'ftl'lil\ t' 1c,1chi11g 
of ~II sluck·nb. 
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Re.solution 
ADOPTED BY THE A'1ERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION HOUSE OF DELEGATES 
AND REFERRED TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
JULY, 1980 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
Resolved_, That the American Medical Association increase its activity 
in the promotion of health education in kindergarten through grade 12 
and the physician's office in the following ways: 
1. Encourage and assist physicians on patient education/ 
·information programs for their offices. 
2. Encourage physicians to support comprehensive health 
education programs in kindergarten through grade 12. 
3. Seek out and identify good health education programs 
from throughout the nation and provide a mechanism 
of informing and sharing these programs or projects. 
4. Provide information and methods for physician organi-
zations to take leadership roles in their communities 
in regard to health education and risk reduction; and 
be it further 
Resolved, That the AMA pro'.'ide sufficient staff, materials and finan-
cial support to assure successful achievement of these goals. 
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Resolution 
ADOPTED BY THE AMERICAN MEDICAL AsSOCIATION HOUSE OF DELEGATES 
JULY, 1980 
/iliA SUPPORT OF FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION IN THE SCHOOLS 
Resolved, That the American Medical Association recognizes that 
the primary responsibility for family life education is in the home 
and additi.onally supports the concept of a complementary family life 
and sex education program in the schools at all levels, at local 
option and direction; such program should (1) be part of an overall 
health education program, (2) be presented in a manner commensurate 
with the maturation level of the students, (3) have professionally 
developed curriculae, (4) include ample involvement of parents and 
other concerned members of the community, and (5) utilize classroom 
teachers and other professionals who have shown an aptitude for work-
ing with young people and who have received special training. 
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APPEUDIX B 
LETTER TO JURIST 
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PLEASE NOTE: 
Copyrighted materials in this document 
have not been filmed at the request of 
the author. They are available for 
consultation, however, in the author's 
university library. 





300 N. ZEEB RD .. ANN ARBOR. Ml 48106 (313) 761-4700 
Drugs 
May 21, 1982 
As a doctoral student working toward completion of my degree, I am 
asking you to complete the enclosed form that expresses your opinion 
of the 50-item test that is accompanying this letter. 
This test was administered to approximately 450 ninth grade students 
during 50-minute class periods. One half of these students attended 
required health education classes and the remainder, the control 
group, were students in Oklahoma history classes. The .latter group 
only had exposure to health knowledge indirectly, through attendance 
in related subject area classes. The purpose in conducting this research 
was to determine by which instructional method students better acquire 
health knowledge. 
Through pre- and post-testing procedures, it was determined that there 
was a significant difference in the knowledge acquired by students who 
attended health classes and the students who were exposed to health 
information indirectly through attendnace in classes in related subjects. 
The 50-test items were taken from a 100-item test. They were selected 
in order to coincide with the major areas taught in the health classes. 
The following table reveals the percentage of time spent teaching a 
particular topic and the percentage of the test that dealt with the 
same topic. Please note that questions concerning sexually transmitted 
diseases were designated as communicable disease questions by the author 
of the test, as opposed to being cla~sified as sex education questions. 
Health Classes Health Test (50 items) 
3.5 wks. 15%(.1562) Drugs 16% (8 questions) Mental Health 3 wks. 18-19%(.1875) Mental Health 18% (9) Fitness 3 wks. 18-19;~( .1875) Fitness 10% (5) Disease 3 wks. 18-19%(.1875) Disease 22% (11) Consumerism 1 wk. 6% (. 062) Consumerism 12;l (6) Nutrition 3 \'1ks. 18-19%(.1875) Nutrition 14% (7) Safety 3 days < Jo/0"r71%( .0312) Environmental 8% (4) 
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May 21, 1982 
Page 2 
I would very much appreciate you taking the time to complete the enclosed 
questionnaire and, if possible, to return it in the enclosed envelope by 
June 18, 1982. Any comments concerning the test or the study would be 
appreciated. 
Thank you in advance. 
Sincerely, 
(Mrs.) Danny Ballard 
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APPENDIX C 
cm.IPLETION FORt.1 FOR JURIST 
H7 
I. General Information Coneerning Test: 
1. Type of test: Comprehensive Health Knowledge Test 
2. Publication Date: 1981 
3. Length of Test: 50 items 
4. Administration Time for Test: 50 minutes 
. JI. Opinion of Test: (Please make comments following each question) 
1. In your opinion is the test appropria~e for purpose of this study? 
2. In your opinion does the test evaluate the topic content of the health co~rse? (see table in ·letter) 
3. Is the length of the test, both for number of questions and administering time appropriate? 
4. Is the vocabulary appropriate for ninth grade level? 
5. Considering the content of the course and of the test, in your opinion does this test possess content 






lll:AL'lll KN0\1'1.l:IJCF TEST 
1. The earliest sign of breast cancer is usually: 
a. A severe pain lll the bre;ist. 
b. A lump Ill the bre<.1st ti :;,.ue. 
c. A persi,t•·nt ;ichc in t lic l>l'l':tst. 
d. Blccdillg from the nipple. 





3. \','hen a heart attack is termed a myoccJrdial infarction, it means tl1at: 
a. No structural J;:image was done to the heart. 
b. A clot in .the ~rtery caused .the attack. 
c. Part of the heart muscle has died. 
d. Disease has affected one of the valves of the heart. 
4. The medical term for high blood pressure is: 
a. Jlpyertension. 
b. Infl exancmia. 
c. Cystic fibrosis. 
d. Atherosclerosis. 
S. A PapanicoL1ou test is ust'd to dctl'ct: 
a. Stom:ich c<.1ncer. 
b. Cancer of the breast. 
c. C:incer of the cervix. 
d.· Lung cancer. 
6. Angina pcctoris: 
a. A substance that induces the production of antibodies. 
b. Pains in the chest. 
c. SuJJcn paralysis with partial or total loss of consciousness. 
d. Hardening of the arteries. 
e. One of the upper chambers of the heart. 
7. All of the following statements regarding strokes are true except: 
a. They are often caused by blood clots. 
b. They may cause paralysis on one side of the body. 
c. They often cause permanc11t Lrain domagc. 
d. They are sometimes called cercbrovasculiir accidents. 
e. They are never a cause of death. 
8. Of all the environmental effects on the circulatory system, the three that 
seem to have the closest relationship to inc1·cascd risk of cardiovascular 
disease are: 
a. Smoking, obesity, and insufficl ent exercise. 
b. Hypertension, high serum. cholesterol, and obesity. 
c. Smoking, hypertension, and high scrum cholesterol. 
d. Urb<.111 residence, insufficient sleep, and smoki11g. 
e. Hypertension, obesity, and smoking. 
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9. Of the following possibilities, how will a woman with gonorrhea be most likely 
to find out she has the disease? 
a. Iler doctor will tell her wl1cn she sees him for a physical examination 
or other illness. 
b. She can t cl I from her OIVTI di scomfurt and other symptoms. 
c. I\ man who has sexual contact with her wi 11 noti cc symptoms ;:md may 
tell her. 
d. There are no reliable sit;ns of having lionorrhca in eitlie.r men or ,,·omen. 
10. SyphiJlis is most likely to cause serious dam:ige to the body of a person 
infected: 
a. During the first three months after he is infected. 
b. Between three months and six months after he is infected. 
c. Between six months and two years after he is infected. 
d. More than two years after he is infected. 
11. The most common drug used in the treatment of syphillis is: 
a. Cortisone. 
b. Tetramyocin. 
c. Penici Jlin. 
d. Not yet discovered. 
12. St:imina trnining: 
a. Involves continuous rhythmic c<irdiov;iscular respiratory overload. 
b. Promotvs col l:itcral ei rc-ulat ion. 
c. Improves peripheral ciruilation. 
d. Does all of the above. 
13. A major cause of obesity is: 
a. Inactivity. 
b. Poor posture. 
c. Inability to produce muscle tissue. 
d. Lack of adequate protein in the di ct. 
e. Extreme hypothyroidism. 
14. Someone who is in condition and who is active may have a resting heart 
rate of: 
a. 80 to 90 beats per minute. 
b. 14 to 20 beats per minute. 
c. 70 to 120 beats per minute. 
d. 55 to 70 beats per minute. 
e. The average for the general population. 
15. /\erobic capacity is the: 
a. Maximum carbon dioxide rel ease. 
b. /\mount of energy produced by the body. 
c. Maximum oxygen int;ike of a person. 
d. Point of fatigue. 
e. /\mount of energy needed to perform daily activities·. 
16. Jn Cooper's 12-minute run/walk test, a person's fitness category is determined 
by: 
a. The raUo of running to walking. 
b. The distance covered. 
c. The pulse rate at the end. 
17. Tobacco addiction and most of the cardiovascular damage done by smoking 
are caused by: 
a. Nicotine 
b. Tar. 
c. Carbon monoxide. 









d. Carbonic acid. 
20. Which of the following drugs is the most responsible for acute poisoning 
cases admitted to hospitals, for the largest percent of suicides, and the 





21. When an immediately pleasur;:ible feeling, or euphoria, is experienced after 





22. When the dosage of a drug must be continually increased to achieve the same 
effects, the user is developing a 
a. continuous vertigo. 
b. tolerance. 
c. cyton projection. 
d. sp:ism. 
e. ha hit. 
23. The withdrawal syndrome of the alcoholic is known as: 
a. cold turkey. 
b. coming down. 
c. a bummer. 
d. delirium tremens. 
24. The food value of alcohoUc bevenges could be described as: 
a. High in vitamins, proteins, and calories. 
b. Low in vitamins, proteins, and calories. 
c. lligh in vitamins and proteins, low in calorics. 
d. High in proteins, low in vitamins and calories. 
e. High in calories, low in vitamins and proteins. 
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25. An individual suffering psychological p;iln but able to cope with his environ-





26. When we give plausible reasons for some behavior that stems from other causes 





27. Automatic responses that help one alleviate or avoid stress, rather than 
solve the problem causing it, arc known as 
a. allegations. 
b. repressive behavior. 
c. defense mechanisms. 
d. the displacement syndrome. 
28. The act of transferring an emotion from the situation that caused it to 






a. an unrealistic fear of an external object or situation. 
b. the unconscious and conscious mental processes. 
c. self-love. 
d. a sin. 
30. Self-actualization means: 
a. to be totally independent of others. 
b. to reach one's full potential. 
c. to be self-educated. 
d. to be a "self-starter". 
e. about the same as narcissism. 
31. Regarrli ng ego-defense mcchan isms: 
a. their use is a sign of weakness. 
b. their use is recognized as necessary and valuable in dealing with 
stress. 
each mechanism can be classified as either desirable· or undesirable. 
c. each mechanism can be cl;1ssified as either desirable or undesirable. 
d. their use is a sign of emotional illness. 
e. most people never have to use them. 
32. Which of the following would not be classified as a psychosomatic reaction? 
a. asthma. 
b. epi 1 epsy. 
c. peptic ulcer. 
d. tension headaches. 
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33. Sch] zophrenia: 
a. rape. 
b. self-love. 
c. split from reality. 
d. pleasure by inflicting pain. 
e. unusual motor activity. 
34. Most common cause of obesity is: 
a. heredity. 
b. lack of adequate exercise. 
c. endocrine dysfunction. 
d. a diet high in calories. 
35. The principal use which the body makes of proteins is: 
a. for quick energy. 
b. to aid digestion. 
c. for growth and replacement of tissue. 
d. to add bulk to the diet and thus prevent constipation. 
36. Which one of the vitamins is found in citrus frutis, tomatoes, green peppers, 




d. ascorbic acid 
37. Some amino acids are called essential because: 
a. every protein molecule must include one of these. 
b.. they do not contain nitrogen. 
c. they cannot be produced within the body. 
d. they can be produced within the body. 
e. a person really does not need these in his diet. 
38. Because water is considered so essential to the body, a safe guide to water 
consumption shoude be: 
a. drink 2 quarts of water every day without exception. 
b. drink at least one glass per 25 pounds of body weight per day. 
c. drink merely what one's thirst dictates. 
d. drink slightly in excess of what one's thirst dictates. 
e. drink as little water as possible, especially while eating. 
39. If a housewife generally overcooked her food, she would be apt to destroy: 
a. vitamin c. 
b. vitamin B. 
c. vitamin D. 
d. niacin. 
e. any two of the above. 
40. Carbohydrates include sugars and starches. 
a. true b. false 
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41. Water pollution can be caused by 
a. sewa~:e contamination. 
b. chemical agents. 
c. nitrates. 
d. all of the above. 






43. Which of the following contributes the most to noise pollution? 
a. motorcycles 
b. subway trains 
c. jet planes at takeoff 
d. average traffic 
44. Thermal inversion refers to: 
a. the production of pollutants by heat. 
b. the entrapment of pol luted air in an area as a result of· atmospheric 
conditions. 
c. the production of carbon monoxide by the internal combustion engine. 
d. al of the above. 
45. Which federal agency actively fights fraudulent health practices? 
a. the federal bureau of investigation. 
b. the food and drug administration. 
c. the bureau of Indian affairs. 
d. the department of labor. 
46. Your hest line of protection against suspected health frauds, fakes, quacks, 
and rackets is: 
a. to study their statistics. 
b. to talk to people who have presumably bcnefitted by them. 
c. to review their literature carefully. 
d. to check their claims against reliable sources. 
47. Health food faddists have ~ legitimate concern, because it has been 
scientifically established that: 
a. food that is not grown organically or naturally is of little nutri-
tional value. 
b. there are a certain few products that contain essential nutrients not 
commonly found. 
c. the l\nierican farmer's soil is sadly depleted of most essential minerals 
and that food grown on such soil will lead to malnutrition. 
d. none of the above. 
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48. In contrast to the quack, an ethical physician: 
a. never guarantees a cure. 
b. publishes a letter of testimony from someone he knows he has really 
cured. 
c. belittles the use of surgery and drugs. 
d. not uncommonly rents space in a department or discount store. 
49. Which of the following professions requires a medical degree? 
a. clinical psychologist 
b. medical-social worker. 
c. social psychologist. 
d.. psychiatrist. 
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